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The Arbiter Editorial Board
rebukes a pair of ASBSU
Senators, who charged $4,000
to purcharse T-shirts for the
N.O.T. rally without Senate
approval.
CULTURE
Find out what drama the '
Dixie Chicks are Involved In
this time around and get a look
into Jesus' birth with
"The Nativity Story,"
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Listen as Shannon Morgan
and guest host Amy Bowman
interview 5SU student and
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Sales Director Lisa Semmler
about what happens at a sex
toy party in "On the Flip Side."
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---------------------------- ASBSU introduces last-minute legislation
BY BARRY FRANKLIN,
News Writer
ON CAMPUS
THURSDAY
"Nine In Design" Show. The
Loft, 622 W. Idaho Street. 6
- 9 p.m. Nine Boise State up-
and-coming graphic designers
will present a portfolio show.
Attendees must be 21 or older.
Free. Call 283-6716.
Student Union Lockcut Room.
12:30 'to 1:30 p.rn, Brian
Wampler, asslstantprofessor
of political science, will discuss
Brazil's famous participatory
budgeting programs.
Sponsored by Albertsons
UbraryandBolse State
Inteh,i3tlonal Programs;' Free.
Call 42&:3652;
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a "unique space" for students on ·whatthemuralwouldlooldikeand face sheets ofregistered Idaho sex The first titled "Directive on
the west side of campus, Dawson how it would be maintained. offenders who are currently en- Improved Transparency in Student
Taylor 4.0 is the first phase while Thompson said the concept he rolled at BSUin the Student Union Government" stands to give the
The Associated Students ofBoise the third consists of new furniture and COBE agreed on was, "some- Building. executive branch a directive to
State University Senate introduced for the Multipurpose Building. thing old and established and Senator Cyndi Blue said the maintain the ASBSUWebsite. The
four pieces of last-minute legisla- Rahmann said the union has something new making its mark resolution came about when she legislation addresses the .chang-
tion at its 'meeting Tuesday in The already spent $60,000 on the on it." noticed a known sex offender loi- ing geographical landscape ofvot-
Forum. Senators are considering package. The .money already Rahmann told senators the mu- tering in the SUBlooking at young ing caused by the Internet. The,
contributing $2,500 to the College spent paid for the construction of ral's maintenance is the union's women. She told the rest of Senate purpose of the second piece of
of Business and Economics for a Dawson Taylor 4.0 and for the work responsibility. He said giving there are currently 34 registered legislation sent to the University
mural painted on the south wall of Rick Thompson, the artist, has al- the money would be a leap of faith sex offenders on campus. Relations and Public Liaison.
the lobby and the ceiling dome in ready done on the mural. by senators to, "let the artist-do "Everyone involved with these Committee is to, "memorialize
the Multipurpose BI1!1ding.. .In order to impro~~ public art C?n, his tiiUlg."All parties agreed to ta- people in class needs to be aware. the 'academic, profes~ional. and
. COBB isa group of business the BSUcampus and to create the blethe discussion untHFebruary, HaViiig-'tlliifr'·pfttiires· ~posteapolfttcarC611ttlbUtlons'~lifMiitOrr ~~"-I
students who run Dawson Taylor type of art that will bring students when Thompson and COBE stu- makes us 'aware," Blue said. Priedman,"
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me atthe Mural," Jack Rahmann, COBEis asking ASBSU for mural. .. untlfilpringsemester; This gives isresponsibleformanyofthe'eCo-
assistant !fuec~o~·of: th.e,St!ldent $11,000, which is the whole of the Senate Resolution No.6, titled . time to put legality Issues to rest. nomic principles taughtinCIa~ses : "
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Pinochethospitalized
after suffering heart attack
Former Chilean dictator Gen.
Augusto Pinochet.. who has been
the target of numerous human
rights prosecutions, suffered a
heart attack early Sunday mornlng
and was hospitalized in serious but
stable condition. .
The controversial 91 year-old ex-
leader underwent emergency heart
surgery to clear a blocked artery
and was given the last rites at the
Hospital MiIitar in the Chilean cap-
ital, Pinochet family friend Giorgio
Agostini told reporters. Pinochet
underwent a separate operation in
the afternoon, another Pinochet
spokesperson said.
In recent months, Pinochet has
been on the defensive on several
fronts as Chilean judges pursue
his prosecution for financial cor-
ruption as well as kidnappings and
executions committed during his
reign as dictator.
Pinochet rose to power after
ousting elected socialist President
Salvador Aliende in a bloody 1973
coup that was aided by the CIA and
the Nixon administration. Official
figures show Pinochet's govern-
ment was responsible for the pollti-
cally motivated killings and disap-
pearances of 3,197 people. He ced-
-ed power to an elected government
in 1990.
On Nov. 27 he was placed under
house arrest in connection to the
kidnappings and executions of two
Allende security guards in the days
after the coup. Pinochet has suf-
fered several strokes and has es-
caped past prosecutions due to his
fragile health.
. At a Nov. 25 birthday party,
Pinochet's wife read a statement in
which the weakened ex-dictator ac-
cepted "full political responsibility
for what happened" during his time
in power. The statement said he
had acted with "no other goal than
making Chile greater and avoiding.
its disintegration."
Pinochet's supporters have ar-
gued that he saved the country from
social chaos and built the economic
foundations that have made Chile
one of Latin America's wealthiest
countries. Several supporters gath-
enid outside the hospital where
Pinochetwas being treated Sunday
and' chanted slogans backing the
ex-dictator.
. Human rights activists said they
suspected Pinochet was again try-
ing to avoid prosecution by playing
up his illhealth.
·We hope that he lives so that he
can face up to his crimes and take
responsibility for what his govern-
merit did," said Mireya Garcia, vice
president of a group represent-
ing relatives o( those detained by
Pinochet's regime. "It seems that
whenever he's facing prosecutions,
he has these health problems."
San Jose State may add
suicide barriers to garage
San Jose State University officials
are considering adding suicide bar-
riers to a parking garage after two
women jumped from the building's
stairwell this fall.
"We want to avoid any other
jumping," said John Skyberg of the
university's Facilities Development
arid Operations Department.
The five-story garage, which is
about 60 feet tall, has open stair-
wells. Skyberg said the university is
looking at a variety of options, from
erecting some kind of steel barrier
to adding a wrought iron or chain
link fence that would enclose the
stairwells and act as a deterrent.
In September, a woman who'
. lived in a local halfway house died
after jumping from an upper level
stairwell of the garage. In October,
another woman suffered serious
injuries after jumping from the
stairwell.
"It was unusual for us to have two
incidents in such a short time span,"
Sgt. John Laws of the University
Police Department said.
Skyberg said there have been four
suicide attempts from the garage
in the last 15 years. But the back-
to-back incidents this fall drew re-
newed attention to the issue. They
came on the heels of the August
death of San Jose State student
Katrell Collier, who fell to his death
from a city parking garage near
the campus. .
"Of the whole downtown area,
we wonder why do they keep pick-
ing this garage; Skyberg said. ·We
want people to rethink what they
are doing, and if there's a barrier,
maybe people will change their
mind."
l(H ;\l/l)\lJ
Kuna rape suspect charged
The Ada County Sheriff's Office
has arrested Gregory Seamons, 39,
of Boise, on charges of rape and
kidnapping in Kuna on Sunday.
A woman reported to-the Kuna
Police that an acquaintance had
held her at gunpoint in her resi-
dence for several hours on Sunday.
Police said that she was raped and
threatened with a handgun. After
the captor fell asleep, the victim
was able to leave the residence and
call the Sheriff's Office.
Deputies located the suspect
still sleeping in the victim's home.
Seamons was transported to the
Ada County Jail and booked on
rape, kidnapping, aggravated as-
sault and unlawful possession of a
firearm.
Courtesy idaho Press-Tribune
WH!\T'TH E?
Pardonnez moi, I just
need one more thing
A man broke into a house in
Mussidan, France, and stole a tele-
vision set.
While the owner was reporting it
to police, the burglar came back for
the remote control.
You see the beauty of
nature, I see lunch
Birdwatchers in the United
Kingdom were excited to find
that a red-rumped swallow, nor-
mally seen only around the
Mediterranean Sea, had taken
up residence on the east coast of
Scotland.
Word spread fast and dozens of
birders gathered to see the swal-
low flying over the beach, when a
sparrowhawk swooped down on it
and killed it instantly.
r 11/9/06 Aggravated Batte~)~ ~ ~ i::hIt- Unknown suspect(s) behind ~-"l _----'----'~...:-=-==::j=.=====.:-TaylorHall and the Library report ~ --. .
edly pattered avictim. The alleged 11/30/06 - Burglary - Music
victim later: rescinded his claim.' CDs were stolen from the
Reports taken. Library; Report taken.
__ . , -'-,.._....e.-'
11/13/06 - Theft - A cell phone was taken from the Tennis
Bubbles. Report taken and item recovered.
11/13/06 - Harassment - Two students were receiving harass-
ing phone calls over a four-week period. Report taken ..
11/9/06 - Harassment - Crude/Insensitive comments written
on the bathroom stall. Report taken.
11/10/06 - Harassment - Offensive words were scratched into a
vehicle parked in the Towers Parking Lot. Report taken.
I
I .11/10/06 - Theft - Unknown suspect(s) cut the lock and took
a bike parked at a rack outside the Education building. Report
.. -, taken.
- '--1 11/13/0~ -Vehicle Burglary - Avehicle parked at Royal &Lusk
\ was broken into and several items were taken. Report taken.
\
December
11/14/06 - Harassment ~ A student experienced harassment
in the form of spitting on his car and blocking him in while
parked on Euclid/University. Report taken.
11/15/06 -Hit and Run - Car
was hit-in a parking lot at Royal
, and Lusk. Driver of the other
car did -not stop and left with-
out leaving contact information.
Report taken ..
11/16/06 - Vandalism '..Avehicle drove up on a sidewalk next to
the Morrison Center Parking Lot and hit a sign. Report taken.
11/16/06. - Burglary - A ceiling projector was stolen from a
roomtn the Kinesiology Building. Report taken. .
11/27/06 - Theft - Unknown suspect took money from a wallet
in the PAAw Building. Report taken.
11/27/06 - Bike Theft- An unsecured bike was taken from the
11/14/06 _Theft _Unkn'~wnsuspeatookthefrontlicenseplilfe" Educatlon BliUdfng:Report taken: =
from a vehicle parked at the Heights. Report taken.
New 2007 visitors' guide released
year, not only does "Visitors Guide
2007" include the necessary infor-
mation for college freshmen, but it
also has a section entirely dedicat-
ed to Boise State Alumni, includ-
ing famous BSU alumni. It has a
section for culture, and it also en-
tails Information such as shopping
facilities and recreational oppor-
tunities in and surrounding the
Boise area.
BSUhas made nearly thousands
of copies readily available to any-
one interested. The guides are
available at the Admissions Office,
nearly all academic departments,
the Student Union Building and
the Alumni Center.
For visitors to the city and cam-
pus, it is available at the University
Inn,' Boise Chamber Visitors
Center, various hotels and the
Boise Convention Center.
The magazine starts offwith the
SUB's Bronco Shop and Bookstore
followed by a small introduction
from Bob Kustra, President of
Boise State.
.The guide even has a photo of
the Boise junlor College class
froml932 with a story explaining
the celebration of 75 years of ex-
cellence.
The guide explains the bene-
fits of living on campus as well as
nearby apartments, explains the
Student Union Building and men- .
tions the Albertsons Library and
Recreation Center on campus.
"Visitors' Guide 2007" has ad-
vertisements and coupons built
into the pages as well. It provides
information to students who live
west of Boise who might take inter-
est in attending BSUin Nampa.
Apicture of the stadium full with
orange and blue fabric and bodies
takes up a page explaining the turf
as a novelty. .
Formerly known as the Boise
State Pavilion, the Taco dell Arena
is also mentioned, along with the
The "Boise State visitors guide" is available at the Admissions Office, nearly all Morrison Center.
academic departments, the Student Union Building and the Alumni Center. It explains life outside campusstreets such as the Boise 'rown
BY jvj A RT E E 0 RT I Z ees alike will benefit from this re- and Marketing provided text Square, the Boise Depot and
News Writer source as well. . . and photographs for ·~·Vlsltors' c.:Eawariis Cinemas. For those: in~:
BSUstudent Dan Fowlds remem- Guide 2007". . terested in the outdoors, the guide
bers using a guide his first year en- This guide features BSU's features recreational activities.
roiled. "It was helpful for about a student life, must-know tete-" 'The back of the guideproV!deii
week because I didn't know where phone numbers, venues for en- . a business index existingstudei1ts
IWasgoing,' Fowlds.said. tertainment, academics, faciflties can benefit from. .
Although produced by Campus . available on campus and a campus Five People helpe.dcOippUe this"
publishers, a publishing company map. .'. campus guide and map,' which
. based in Boulder, Colo., published "Each year the magazine gets' will benefit ilearlyev.etyone inter-
. th~g1,lide;' .." ". better andbetternohnBricetof . estlldillgetting to kn<n.r,theirwaY j
.. The Office of Communicatton Campus publishers, said. This. liroundBoiseSt~teUnlversity.,· '
Campus Publishers .have an-
nounced the release ofthe 'Second
Edltion'visitors' guide: This 40-
page, four-color gUide will allow
oncoming freshmen, visitors' and .
even existingstud!lnts to easily ex-
plote thebeaiItiful' and' populated
BoIse StateUiliVerslty campus. .
.' Pai'ent&.and seminar attend-.~ ,", -" .,. .
a FREE EVENT for STUDENTS c~sponsored by
CAMPUS MINISTRIES and LOCAL CHURCHES·. .
11..·
~hpq;u;,ml
C£':!.E:DRATE Tti~ SEASON V\lITH
A ,N,CoNT OF WORSfilP AWD
U1IZF!.!i:Clt.ON ON T'-tt:: "'(RUE
ftJ~E:.lU\IING of CtfQISTf"'lA s,
.. _ _ ::-.;;{;,l~: . /_ ;\
DEC~8 _8PM {l\\\\~~"~
MUSIC t; ..,EFF '.ANDERSQ..N::~~\
SPEAKER t: TOM "ELASCO"""'~"
UNIV.ERSITV CHRISTIAN CHURCH
'1101 UNIVitRlilTV DR. BOISE
(ACROSS FROM THE STUDENT UNION)
for more info ,
contact Jeff @
321·7440.
.,d!JJEili£t~ ('(l(;;':i(.,;c11'l,) 'H-, ~d' i'" ..•. i" ,.'
sYN'EtfGY II tt4-.',. ". ~NETHITEO:--D·nIST~'1.O~~~,~IQ~.§ ~I~
INTERVARSITY STUDENTS
l~""""" .. >.>l'u .h'~."··'U'
IIInternational Students, Inc. ¥~ .
Campus Bible Feiiowshlp

Theway .wesee it ...
M
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. Sen. Blue, Sen. Ortman should be held
accountable for irresponsible spending
In yet another example of fiscal impropri-
ety, members of Associated Students of Boise
State University are asking students to foot the
bill for a spout of impulsive spending on the or-
der of$4,OOO.
In the aftermath of the alleged' "hate crime"
committed against a Boise State student,
S~nators AmyOrtmann and Cyndi Blueworked
WIth others on campus to organize the "No
Oppression Tolerated" rally on campus.
Although the crime was fabricated, the
N.O.T. rally was a noble effort on the part of
concerned students and administrators to stand
up against violence.
However, in the hysteria that ensued,
Senators Ortmann and Blue saw fit to clothe the
st~dent body in 1,000T-shirts custom printed
WIth the N.O.T.logo. Instead of consulting the
Senate, drafting appropriate legislation and se-
'"'(;uringlegal approval to make such a purchase,
Ortmann and Blue met with staff and mem-
bers of the ASBSUexecutive in asecret week-
end meeting, and decided to order the apparel
without informing the rest of Senate.
On November 14, 2006, they introduced
Senate Bill #9 calling upon the Senate to pick
up the $4,000 tab for the T-shirts, which had
already been purchased and distributed to stu-.
dents.
Shocked, senators on the Budget and Finance
Committee cut the proposed reimbursement to
$2,000 and returned the bill to Ortmann and
Blue with a stern rebuke for circumventing
the Senate on such a significant financial pur-
chase. .
Toput this into perspective, the purchase was
one ofthe highest single expenditures m;lde by
ASBSUin the last two years. Itamounted tomore
than 18 percent of the ASBSUSenate budget
for the entire year. Itwas made by two individ-
uals, without the reqUired advice and consent
ofthe Senate.
While the executive branch of government is
endowed with energy and dispatch to respond
to timely crises, the legislative process is.slow
and deliberate for a reason.
Had Senators Ortmann and Blue waited
patiently for the necessary and proper approv-
al, they may have considered that purchasing
1,000T-shirts was not necessary for a success-
ful rally, that buttons and posters would have
served the same purpose for a small fraction of
the cost or that the "hate crime" was itself a fab-
rication.
Indeed, student funds should be spent
with prudence.
. The senators' actions' mockthii' democratic
: process. Their flagrant disregard for statuto-
ry procedure, (and the law) Senator Blue dis-
missed it as mere "red tape" in Senate discus-
sion -- is disconcerting.
While Senators Ortmann and Blue should
take personal responsibility for the remain-
ing balance, we will likely foot the bill for their
whimsical spending spree.
No matter who steps up to cover the $2,000.
balance - Leah Barrett, Michael Laliberte,
'President Kustra - the funds ultimately come
from us, the students.
Article X, Section 12 of the Senate Rules of
Procedure reads, "If an ASBSUmember's con-
duct is called into question, a judicial review
committee shall be convened ... If sufficient
evidence is found, 'the committee chair shall
present the committee's recommendations to
the Senate for consideration."
Perhaps such a committee should convene to
look into this matter. Unilateral expenditures
ofthis magnitude are simply outrageous.
Asa proportion to the total ASBSUdiscretion-
ary budget, this is comparable to two United
States Senators whimsically spending 400 bil-
lion dollars on a spur-of-the-moment pet proj-
ect.
ASBSU needs to set an example of
accountability. If a deterrent to future mis-
appropriation is not established, this could
easily happen again.
The way we see it is based on the majority opinions
of The Arbiter editorial board. Members oJ the board
are Drew Mayes, editor-in-chief; 1i'oy Sawyer, busi-
.ness manager; Heather English, production manag-
er; Dustin Lapray, managing editor; Brandon Stoker,
opinion editor;Harsh Mantri, online editor; andBheree
Whiteley, lead copy editor.
y
shouldnow
.Where is the
'Prince of Peace?'
BY SHANNON MORGAN there instead of home with There are no words pow-
Arbiter Staff their families. erful enough to describe the
I don't trust my govern- deep respect and utmost
I've always been a person ment, which lied to me in the gratitude I have for those who
with a great amount of em- first place about the reasons"'~t';for:.our country. They
pathy and I think that is why we went to wa~.Idoll'Ur\ls(:'don:task "",llY~ they aren't ai-
I get so angry when I think the media, whoareri~torioU$dJ ., to. ,,>:'
aboutthewarinlraq. laman- for being a hl.dlhQIIl.foi the." '.know-there is a job to
gry because I don't know how White House.,' ,":; : ,',:. .... ..' erdo'lt. It doesn't
to feel about it, I can't explain So IWel'!t':tothesold,!tl~,&1d.;::mii~J(it'stliristmas time,
~tto m~ son and I can't ~llason .'....I as~~~;U1~ril;a.n.t.~r~,~~·d.'·' ": ~:o~~ijringtime.
It out 10 ~ymlndor Justify· ..'"rllP~~i!Illt@~.to~~,~t:\,: '. '.. l~htw~~cause they
any ofit, espeCiall,ydl1~ngth" -.",';~,!lil~~~ ~o,i~~~l!lIJrt~' " . '. ...s#(e their bud-
holiday senso~';'<"d( ......·.:~t;'~II~;.It)~as;l~".W.:lrilq· ... hoin,e safely to
Maybe ~h~tlJl.akeslJl~aniq".·:.o~;J!it;;ba"lefieldE!J1.~.jf ~hey '.•.'.... ll"the joy ..of the
valid, paralyZell bythefearj)f;.:.th.,~S?~:;we,:i\Yere'lJl.AAg :a}~e ~sea~O,l\,.'·'
that whlch I doiiturider8tal1\f,diff~~ep~e A~r.theiea\ldlf 1t", :':' .... .. ,..t"old)!m ran into
but desperately ~qtt~':::':/':,;,\\,as~~l~~lt.,')!)~i 'J·:>"' ••·::"~irO~l,D.itb.~,9ilier day car-
About 65~,OqOIraqlsha~Hv~r.Y 9pe~a~hl~.oWJlex ••'.n'lJ18.1Ji'ol'!e hand a picture of
been killed' so farbecause,pedence.l cij)'lell ~u' ()ne"'~.asi:lllllcrwearing a Santa hat
of the war _ more jhlm 50.0dt¥~g:'fhe;sold.let~;-wn~;Were'·;~lldholding a machine gun,
people per day slncetbeY.S>, <., theret~J~:lll~IHClc;'()f!heC'at~.' 'anc1in the other an army ac-
led invasion, aCC(lrdJngtoa";,'JiageJ;emembetthei,Va(veri"','tion' figure, and said, "Look
studrpublishedonlillebythe.'d\fferen~l,yfro~tht;oneswb,o M~~) are these the good
British medical [ournal.vlhe". wereluckYet1t)ughliottOl,IavegU-ys? 1)0 they help Santa de-
Lance.'" . been. , .•.." ....': .'.: '...... .liver presents so the bad guys (
To add to that we have the . So!Ue ormy frie~~SI once. ,don't get them? Are these the
2,890 American soldiers who back fromJraq,bave never heroest"
have perished in Iraq. In this been the same.' .. '.''.. .... . •. "Yes,baby," !replied, "They
holiday season, during which'There'sadarJ( emptyplacll . are. the good guys and they
some are celebrating the intheireyeswhereln~ocence ale most definitely heroes."
Prince of Peace, I would also and tlw Ideaofpeace once re,Por my. son, who wants so
like to remember that there sided...,.. . desperately to be a good guy
are those in Iraq who are The rest of us here In and for the soldiers in Iraq
fighting for peace. America have. it easy ~when now hlllplng,Santa to deliver
While we are dreaming of the grapnlcimagescomingthe glftofpeace to the people
a white Christmas they are from the battlefield becOIne ..' ofIraq, Iwillnever stop asking
dreaming ofroads without im- too intense for us, we change~whyn until we have a resolu-
provised explosive devices. the channeIllnd curl up in tion to this horrific debacle. I
I'm having a hard time this front of our Christmas tre~ hope that you won't either.
year with the thought of our with some hotcocOB and a To the soldiers who have
fighting men and women hav- good book. servect"liJi\nire serving our
ing to spend one more holiday Some of the soldiers I met country, In' this war or any
season away from their fami- had also changed the chan- other: Thank You; thank you
lies and loved ones. nel, only in a place within for your sacrifice, thank you
I can't seem to find the rea- themselves much more diffi- for helping Santa disarm the
sons for this war and I don't cult to change back. For them roadside explosives in Iraq
know whom to trust when there is little comfort in the and thank you for giving my
asking why the soldiers are holiday season. son a hero to look up to.
Donald Rumsfeld's legacy: war crimes?
BY MICHAEL J. MCLASKEY
Opinion Writer
"most wanted" list is still in of-
fice and therefore immune to the
knife of prosecution.
But I'll be patient. After all, his-
tory will be the judge of whether
or not these men are demons or
saints. Rumsfeld probably did the
best he could in one of the high-
est-pressure jobs in existence; af-
ter Sept. 11 it was his responsibil-
ity to keep the country safe.While
we haven't been attacked since,
what was the cost to human dig-
nity? '
Abu Ghraib isn't the whole sto-
ry ofRummy's inhumanity, nor is
Guantanamo detention sans ha-
beas corpus. What we often forget
is how Rumsfeld disregarded the
opinions of his field command-
ers and failed to provide armored
Hummers for troop patrols, let
alone combat boots. Worst of all
he fostered a sit-on-our-hands,
wait-and-see policy in Iraq, which
has killed almost 3,000 u.~.ser-
vicemen and women, not to men-
tion an estimated 650,000 Iraqi
civilians.
Whether Rumsfeld's incompe-
tence in keeping us safe overseas
was deliberate or not is in'elevant.
Someone has to be responsible for
Vietnam-esque mismanagement
and merely allowing Rumsfeld to
be tried will send ~clear message
Poor Donald Rumsfeld - the
former secretary of defense who
oversaw some ofthe most flagrant
human rights abuses in American
history may soon face charges of
war crimes in a German court. .
The Center for Constitutional
Rights, an American organiza-
tion, filed a suit in Germany be-
cause it is one ofthe fewcountries
in the world that will try people
for war crimes, regardless oftheir
nationality.
Rumsfeld is not alone. Alberto
Gonzalez, the U.S. attorney gen-
eral, isone of many. But Rummy
has the unfortunate status of not
being employed by the U.S. gov-
ernment anymore, which makes
him vulnerable to prosecution
(finally) and perhaps culpable for
horrible occurrences like what
happened within the walls ofAbu
Ghraib.
I've been waiting for this for a
long time. Personally, I wanted
to see Rummy stand trial in The
Hague - the proper place to try
Saddam Hussein as well - along-
side George W. Bush, Karl Rove
and Dick Cheney.
However, the majority of my
to the rest of the world: "We're not
trying to rule withimpunity. Even
our best and brightest aren't im-
mune from justice."
In recent years, oui' country has
become the arbiter of good and
the destroyer of evil, in its own
mind. With a self-conceived repu-
tation for running the world with
beneficence, we carried that'role
to the extreme, pointing fingers
to Tehran, Pyongyang and Iraq,
with Rumsfeld at Bush's side. In
the process we've soiled our rep-
utation and much of the world
doesn't recognize our claim to the
moral high ground anymore.
I don't. know whether or not
new Secretary of Defense Robert
Gates has the right kind ofcleaner
to purge the atmosphere of ugli-
ness that settled in the Pentagon
during Rummy's reign, but it's at
least a fresh start.
Perhaps Gates will be just as
bad in our "war against terror."
But if Rumsfeld is convicted, that
will make Gates more conscien-
tious and might cause others in
the administration to think twice
about their actions.
Mter all, public officehas to end
sometime and someone might'
be waiting at your desk as you're
cleaning out, eager to hand you a
summons.
Guest opinions of no more than 500 words
may be submitted for publication on any
topic. Letters to the editor must not exceed
300 words and must include the writer's full
name, city, state and major (if applicable).
All submissions are subject to editing. Both
guest opinions and letters tothe editor may
be sent via e-mail to letters@arbiteronline.
com. The Arbiter cannot verify the accu-
racy of statements made in letters to the
editor; they reflect the opinion of the writ-
ers. Opinions expressed by guest and staff
Pharos printing system steals money
As most of us are aware, Boise State University
starts us all out with a $15 credit on our Pharos print
account. This, of course, comes directly from our tu-
ition fees.
I think they need to set this up so that rather than
just starting off the semesterby paying $15 for some-
thing you might never use, we should start with a bal-
ance of$0 and each time we print we can elect to have
it charged to our BSUaccount.
Why? Because at the end of the semester most peo-
ple are still going to have a balance on their Pharos
account. This balance does not carryover to next se-
mester; BSUsimply swipes it from our wallet.
Until about a week ago, my balance was $15, since
I don't really use the computer labs on campus, let
alone print anything on campus. What am I going to
do about this? I'm going to make a few visits to com-
puter labs to print off anything that I think I might
need for the next semester; I'm going to print off junk
that Iprobably don't need. I'm going to print offOnline
manuals and tutorials.
I'm going to print off arbiteronline.com article~ that
Iwant for future reference.
When i run out of things to print, I'll print blank
pages, to put the paper in my printer at home. I'm go-
ing to use up every last nickel In my Pharos account
so that BSUdoesn't steal it from me. I would encour-
age anybody that doesn't take too kindly to getting
ripped-off by BSU'sPharos to do the same.
Youmight be courteous enough to·do it while a lab
techy is around to refill the printer trays for people
that are printing off stuff for finals.
Geoffrey Enberson
Boise, ID
Arbiteronline.com contributors
need to step up their game big time
I am really disappointed in the quality ofdiscussion
among Boise State students on the arbiteronline.com
. message boards. I rarely check them anymore be-
cause the senseless disparagement and ridicule elim-
inate the possibility of any wort hwhile exchange.
I participate in a number' of online discussion
boards covering a wide array of topics and incorpo-
rating a diverse group of people. Even in the most
heated discussions, I have never observed the sort of
animosity typical of cavalier Arbiter commentators.
Nearly everyone is guilty ofthis.
. This may sound cliche, but people need to agree to
disagree and facilitate a more civil dialogue.
Angela Wright
Boise,ID
We are the reason for the season
Welcome to the Christmas (or whatever you call it)
rush, mostly measured in shopping days left and end-
less lists of the things we "must" get done. •
Some of us will focus our attention this year, even
if just for a moment, on the less fortunate among us.
Our government is now calling them "food insecure"
instead of hungry. They are also clothing, shelter and
transportation insecure. They are here in our midst,
as well as in Third World countries.
Wemay anonymously offer our gifts to the needy or
give them in person, perhaps volunteering our time
and energy in the process. And while we also are giv-
ing ourselves the gift offeeling better by helping "the
least o,fthese," many of us will be completely unaware
that we are among them.
It's easy to get sidetracked from the important stuff
of life when the commercial holiday crush presses In
earlier and earlier each year. The rest ofthe time, we
are caught up in our daily grind and pressed down by
the weight of the cares of the world. Do we stop to con-
sider how wealthy we are in the eyes of much of the
world?
Most just desperately want a small piece of our
blessing. .
We have become a nation of selfish complainers.
We gloss right over Thanksgiving - it's "lUrkey Day"
or "Football.IJay" to many - and move into the sea-
son of tinsel and toys. We forget where our blessings
come from. We forget that we easily could be someone
or somewhere else. Think "peace on earth" is elusive?
What about peace in our hearts?
How humbling it is to know that many of the have-
nots don't suffer the burden of thinking they are
something they are not. Gratitude is a way Of life for
them. This year, we might do well to let them give that
priceless gift back to us.
Debbie Thurman
Monroe, VA
columnists reflect the diversity of opinion
in the academic community and often will
be controversial, but they do not represent
the institutional opin10n of The Arbiter or
any organization· the author may beaffili-
ated with unless it is labeled as SUCh.
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Dow Jones Industrial Average
12,309.25 (- 22.35)
Nasdaq Composite
2,445.86 (- 6.52)
SaP 500
1,412.90 (- 1.86)
NYSE
9047.76 (- 17.17)
LOCAL----------------------------, .
: Albertson's (ABS-P)
, 25.19(-0.14)
Bank of America (BAC)
52.69 (- 0.10)
Micron Technology (MU)
14.84 (- 0.09)
Hewlett Packard (HPQ)
40.14 (+ 0.23)
Washington Mutual (WM)
44.63 (- 0.06)
Qwest Communications iQ}
7.55 (- 0.23)
TECHNOLOGY
----------------------------
Apple Computer, Inc. (AAPL)
89.83 (- 1.44)
Google Inc. (GOOG)
488.71 (+ 1.71)
Microsoft Corporation (MSFT)
28.99 (- 0.14)
Motorola Inc. (MOT)
21.98 (- 0.04)
Yahoo! Inc. (YHOO)
26.86 (- 0.57)
FUN
, Abercrombie & Fitch (ANF)
66.90 (- 0.11)
American Eagle (AEOS)
47.65(-0.28)
, NIKE, Inc. (NKE)
: . 98.20 (- 0.31)
.'· ,
· : Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. (WMT)
. 46.54 (+ 0.06)
Walt Disney (DIS)
· .34.10 (- 0.10)
;: CURRENCY
· ----------------------------
: : USD to Euro (EUR)
, 0.727 (0.0%)
, : USD to Swiss Franc (CHF)
, ~1.1969 (0.0%)
, USD to Yen (JPY)
: ~ 115.3550 (0.0%).
, Gold (BID)
•.: 630.40 (- 12.40)
Silver (BID)
13.57 (- 0.28)
Numbers printed as of press time
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Holiday greetings trom cyberthieves
BY ERIC BENDEROFF .
Chicago Tribune
They are in a more trusting mood, account for about 7 percent of all
thanks to the holidays, and they retail activity.
are looking online for bargains." "That's probably up a full
That is an irresistible mix for in- percentage point over last year,"
creasingly clever cybercrooks as he said.
they realize more people than ever Indeed, more people than ever
will shop online this holiday sea- are comfortable shopping online
son, as well as seek to save postage these days, with 91percentofadults
-and time -by e_mailingholidaysayingtheyusetheWebtoshop.ac-
greeting cards. - cording to a survey released Friday
Online shopping is already off to from Harris Interactive and Check
a fast start. Point Software Technologies.
This year's sales are up 23 per- But as more people turn to the
cent, to about $8.31 billion, com- Internet for at least some of their
pared to a year ago, said Gian holiday purchases - or simply
Fulgoni, the Chicago-based chair- for comparison shopping -more
man of ComScore Networks Inc., crooks, too, are tracking their
which tracks Web activity. Those movements.
figures are from Nov. 1-24. The average loss per "phish-
Holiday cybershopping will ing" scam grew from $257 in 2005
steadily increase over the next to $1,244 in 2006, according to a
fewweeks; November report from Internet re-
Overall, Fulgoni estimates search firm Gartner Inc.
that $24 billion will be spent on- Losses stemming from such at-
line this year during November tacks reached more than $2.8 bil-
and December, which should lion this year, Gartner found.
'Tis the season to start receiv-
ing greeting cards, and a growing
number of them, conveniently, will
come via the Internet.
There's only one problem: Some
ofthe e-mails saying that you have
an e-greeting card from a friend
or family member may instead be
from a scam artist intent on ob-
taining your Social Security num-
ber, credit card data or even bro-
kerage account information.
"People like receiving greeting
cards this time of year, and they
are likely to click on these greet-
ings" if they are in their e-mail in-
box, said Stu Elefant, senior prod-
uct manager for McAfee Inc., an
Internet security firm that markets
products that detect unsafe Web
sites or e-mail.
"There is more cybercrime be-
cause peoples' defenses are down.
In Australia, a scam was un-
covered in late October by Exploit
Prevention Labs that was perpe-
trated through e-greeting cards.
According to a TechNewsWorid
story, accounts at nearly every
Austra Iian banKwereaffectedwhen
a major cybercrime group used
fake Yahoo greeting cards to infect
computers with malicious software
that tracked keystrokes on PCs.
This so-called "keylogger"
software was used to steal credit
card numbers, bank account user
names and passwords.
Researchers with Exploit
Prevention Labs added that the e-
card sparnmers were also targeting
computer users in North America,
according to TechNewsWorld.
Indeed, since early fall, numer-
ous computer users across the U.S. '
have noted a marked increase in e-
card-based spam e-mail.
The subject line typically reads,
"You've received a greeting from
a family member" or "You've re-
ceived an animated postcard."
The text inside these "phish-
ing" e-mail messages asks peo-
ple to "click here" to see the card.
Phishing scams are an attempt to
trick people into revealing person- ,
al information.
If they click on these links, they
could unwittingly be downloading
software that could be used to sep-
arate users from their hard-earned
holiday bonuses.
Elefant warns people to exercise
extreme caution when e-greet-
ing cards enter your inbox and to
open messages only from people
you know.
Ifyou have any doubt, hewarned,
don't open the message.
The number of e-greetings sent
this time of year typically doubles
compared with the rest of the year.
See Cyberthieves
[page 7]
Loan sharks: Payday lenders are on the prowl
could be truer than when speaking again and again. The small fee that
of payday loan establishments. It's you were initially charged for the
true that they hold your post-dated first loan quickly adds up to a hefty
Are payday lenders 'legal loan check, and don't cash it until your amount that is actually larger than
sharks' or much-needed financial next payday. And yes, these lenders the original loan. And they cash
bridges for the cash-strapped? will provide immediate cash, often in on your financial misfortune:
Everydealisn't a great deal. Many with no background or credit check. Roughly 10 percent of all payday
college students and young adults But,what the ads don't mention is loans are made to people ages 18-
are learning this lesson the hard the outrageous Interest youwill have 25, according to, Vicki Jacobson,
way as hundreds of check-cashing to pay back on the loan. A typical president of the Foundation for
establishments and payday loan payday loan is generally a two-week Credit Education in St. Louis.
stores sprout up like weeds around loan for $200with a $30 fee. At first OK, maybe you went over-the-
and near college campuses, military glance that seems fair enough iiafter limit on your credit cards and
bases and low rent apartment all, you are in a jam so you expect to haven't paid your cell phone bill
complexes. pay for the pinch you're in. But dilt in two months. Maybe you've just
Neort flashing signs adorn the you know-that at $15 for every $100 found yourself in an uncomfortable
.. ,.windows of payday loan stores borrowed .vou're navinz back the situation with your. creditors that
. touting "fast cash" and radio ads loan at a 390 perce~t int~estnite? you need to resolve-qUickly.. . ,
. boast of how quick and easy it is to . Payday lenders know that it often Don't panic. The important thing
borrow the money you need. It all takes naive borrowers a long time to realize when you're in. a .tight
sounds so simple. In fact, it seems to (and lots of fees) to figure out a· financial situation is that "if it can
... be the answer you're looking for.All simple fact: Ifyoudidn't have enough be fixed with money, it isn't really a
you have to do is write a post-dated, money this week, you probably ..problem," I know tl).atmightseem:
check that is the same day of your won'thave enough topaythem back trite and easy for me' to 'say, but
next paycheck and they giveyou the plus cover your other bills within coming from aformer debt-strapped '
cash you need on the spot. Right? a two-week period. In fact, they're . college student, I can assure you I'
Well,not exactly. willing to bet their business model know how you feel.Here are some
. "The Devil is In the .details." on ii Payday,lenders count on you alternatives to borroWirig from y()ur
...'~ saying goes, and no st,atelnent ..to r~ll the first lOan over again, and already stretched paychec1c:, .
BY SANYlKA Cf:.JJ.J.Jo.NAY BCJ'l'O:
Young Money magazine
_______ ---'--__ ~---------'-~--~-----.-:.O=--=-c-=-t-=-o--=b~e~r~5~~~2--=O~O~6=- . . ,
Cyberthieves [frompage 6]
In October, for instance, visits to
sites managed byAmerican Greetings,
where there are e-cards for holidays or
birthdays, increased 66 percent over
September, according to ComScore
figures.
That was the second-highest traffic
increase for any Web site in October,
ComScore reported. •
Crooks are exploiting what security
professionals like to call "social engi-
neering," Elefant said.
Because humans are social beings,
they're more likely to open an e-mail
they think is from a friend or family
member than something unfamiliar.
"Social engineering is more
prevalent this time of year because
people want to click on an Internet
greeting card or get a better deal at a
store online.
So it's more prevalent this time of
year, and this year it's more prevalent
than anytime it's ever been."
People also are helping the crooks
more than before.
The growth of social networking
sites like Facebook, MySpace and even
YouTube are helping cybercriminals
target computer users.
Cold War
[frompage 6]
destroy bomb-carrying planes
aimed at some of the country's
biggest cities.
, It's virtually impossible to pin-
point the status of each of the mis-
sile structures or how many are
still intact.
The federal government sold
most of them to the private sector,
but other sites are owned by federal
agencies, state governments and
other entities.
Aspokeswoman for the U.S.Army
Corps of Engineers said many. of
them have environmental concerns
that need to be addressed, such as
contamination from substances
like trichloroethylene, a colorless
liquid used to clean the metal parts
of rocket motors.
In addition to the missile bases,
Peden has listings online for "hard-
ened underground communica-
tions vaults" in Polo andParis, Mo.
They were built in the 1960s as
nuclear-war-proof communica-
tions centers and have more than
8,000 square feet of splice. " .
Each one is "excellent for an un-
derground home or secure docu-
ment storage facility," the adver-
tisements say, and each costs more
than $250,000.' .
All told, Peden has listings for
13 structures - Atlas and Titan
~pur<:h~s,eiternsthroug!".well-:k,nownretanersyou can contact via phone if necessary.
- .'.,~tieck f()r aIi~ti~Yellow lock at the bottom right corner of your browser window when'
'makinga purchase. This indicates a secure transaction. '
,... Check bank and credit card statements frequently for suspicious transactions.
.. Never give out personal financial information in response to an e-mail, including charlt
donatlons, Contact a charity directly on how to make an online donation.
"There's more personal i,nformation. ~~~~4D~4.
about people online at these sites," ",";O'/' :. ,..,:
Elefant said. ' ,"~'f:'"
At YouTube, for instance, many
people who postvideos also include a
picture ofthemselves along with other
personal information, such as an e-
mail address.
A crook may then send a message
to that user and write, "Hey, I saw
your video at YouTube about skate-
boarding.
Ifyou want a new skateboard, corne
check out the deals at my site."
Elefant said this is a common
technique used by sexual predators
but increasingly is being used' for
financial scams.
Another reason for the online crime
wave, according to the Harris survey,
is that few people adequately secure
their computers ..
The. survey found that 74 percent of
people do not install a hardware fire-
wall and 53 percent don't use a soft-
ware firewall.
Only 22 percent have fi\-
stalled a proper suite of se-
curity software, according to
the survey.
,-
..Do not cllck on links toWebsites embedded in s-malls. These links can direct a user
to a phony e-commerce site that looks like a legitimate site.
. .
_.Use a separatee-m~i1 account for online shopping. You can get free e-mail accounts
through Google, Microsoft and Yahoo. . ,
.. Make sure your security software is up to date. If you use Wi-Fi, make sure your wire
less network is secure; , ,
sites and communications vaults. So what will Pipes do with it?
They're in Colorado, Arkansas He's not sure, though he's pretty
and Kansas. One of the listings is much written off any cornmer-
for a Nike site in Maine, cornpa- cial enterprise that's reliant on
rable to the one that Pipes owns in vehicle traffic.
Pleasant Hill. Peden's listed price "Youmight get a couple of guys
is $299,000. on tractors out here," he said,' "but
The facility is enormous, with that's about it."
each underground bunkercompris- Instead, Pipes envisions the
ing more than 5,000 square feet. structure as a storage facility, not-
There's an above-ground com- ing that the enormous elevators
piex where members of the U.S. that broughtthe missiles to the sur-
Army worked, ate and slept. face are still functional.
In one building, the words "No They're 60 feet long and hold as
smoking in bed" are still painted on much as 60,000 pounds • perfect,
cinder block walls.': .. Pipes said, forloweringthat RVinto
There are escape hatches, missile the ground and storing it away from
logos painted on doors, and an in- the elements.
spection report dated 1968. "RVs, boats, classic cars, you
There's even a dog kennel, which name it," Pipes said. "It's quiet and
housed the hounds that patrolled secluded out here, and the gov-
the border and served as an addi- ernment put a pretty nice fence
tionallayer of protection. around it."
d.
e end ofthe day, w "
f,it's notaboutthepnlt ssage.
music itself," said McColly.· .
'f' will hegill,:showing "Shut
ing" Fr~day,,:'D'ec. 8., Whether
nto cougtiY':ml~sic, jazz or rock
II, thi§. film will give yuu plenty
kabout.
!€UEruR~
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:INNOCENT
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After the first sorority girl
: column was such a disastrous hit
: (and by hit, 1 mean 1 was excom-
: municated bymy sorority, attacked
: in a public restroom, denounced
by all of my acquaintences and
momentarily disowned by my best
friend) 1 decided the best way to
end the semesteris to go out not
with a whimper, but with a bang.
And because I have so many
delightfully devious stories about
these so-called "sisters and
philanthropists" I decided to
leave you, dear reader, with one
final fable, The fable ofToo Drunk
Sorority Girl.
Behind our sorority house was a
, small parking lot, and behind the
lot was a fraternity house (which
will be referred to as the Pretty
Boy Frat). ' ,
I call them that because, be-
lieve it or not, most of these boys
were prettier than some of my
sorority sisters.
Most everyone in my soror-
ity dated someone from Pretty Boy
Frat. It was both a status-signifier
and most freshmen's dream.
Because I'd dated a handful
of boys from Pretty Boy House
during high school, I'd moved on
to greener pastures and donated
my sloppy seconds to those more
in need.
You see, I'm a real philanthro-
pist.
One "sister" in particular who
was involved with a pretty boy
woke up the morning after a huge
party and stumbled downstairs to
our dining hall for breakfast.
There, we all sat around the fam-
ily-style tables and rehashed our
nights - or at least what we could
recall of them.
Too Drunk Sorority Girl rubbed
her unmade-up face and groaned
into her orange juice.
"All I can remember," she be-
gan, "is walking home from
[Pretty Boy Fratl across the park-
ing lot," she said.
All the girls in their matching so-
rority-lettered sweatshirts leaned
in for the story,
"And," Too Drunk Sorority Girl
continued, "OHMYGOD, I was
sooooo drunk."
I frowned. This lingo was often
added for effect. An effect I didn't
particularly like.
A doting freshman girl (and
Too Drunk Sorority Girl's protege)
prodded for more information.
"So, what happened?" she asked,
her eyes wide as she spooned mi-
crowaved Cream of Wheat into her
mouth.
"Well," Too Drunk Sorority Girl
said, "As I was walking across
the parking lot ... well, stumbling
across, I mean, I walked into
a car."
"You walked into a car?" Protege
Girl said with a giggle .
. "Yah, and 1 actually walked
into it so hard, 1 knocked off the
passenger-side mirror," she said
laughing. '
At this point more sorority girls
had crowded around and were lis-
tening to her story.
"So what did you do with the
mirror?" another asked.
"I didn't know what to do, and
plus 1 was reallllllly drunk. So 1
just kicked it under the car and
kept walking," she said, bursting
into laughter.
As 1made my way upstairs after
listening to Too Drunk Sorority
Girl's story 1couldn't help but won-
der who's car she'd drunkly van-
dalized andsilently hope to God'it
wasn't mine.
Later that day Too Drunk
Sorority Girl would find, to her dis-
may, that the mirror she knocked
off and then kicked underneath
the vehicle' was none other than
'her own., os karma, you' provide such
,~elight. ,
, Sorority girls are not Innocent,
No one isinnocent •..
Even sorority girls ...
part II
BY HADLEY RUSH
Culture Columnist
country sfngef'i'obyKeith, "
e film, Mccoily, Tate-McColly and
led the audience In an open; 30-
lscussion.. '
aneLcovenid ,a: plethora of
ncludlng freedom of speech,
music:and . general opinions ,
film ~nd,'The Dixie Chicks.
sagtee~thathoth the do .
For lt1starice; McColly pointed out h9\Vthe
band "traded away· its primary audiericlI in .•'
counin' music .after Maines' statement.In
London., " .'. ..'
'. Tate-McColly andRohlfing added thatthis
. 'lis of Maines, MWuire and
music it1dU~tI.y.
. .: . '. 'berone
Four weddings and then divorce: Pam, Kid Rock last only four months
BY JO PIAZZA
New York Daily News
writing: "Divorce, Yes it's true.
Unfortunately impossible."
Anderson, 39, and Rock (whose
real name is Robert Ritchie), 35,
both filed separate divorce pet i-
. tions Monday, citing irreconcil-
able differences and giving differ-
ent dates for the separation.
Anderson's papers said the
couple separated before the
Thanksgiving weekend on Nov. 21,
2006, whileRock said they sepa-
rated on Nov. 26.
Anderson and Rock first start-
ed tying the knot in a much-pub-
licized "celebration ceremony"
aboard a yacht in St. Tropez,
France, on July 29, where the bride
wore a skimpy bikini. Elton John,
Cindy Crawford and other celebri-
ty pals were on hand as witnesses.
They formalized the union when
they returned to Los Angeles in a
private ceremony at the Beverly
Hills courthouse.
The couple also married in
Nashville, Tenn., and Rock's home-
town, Detroit.
Anderson has hired famed
celebrity divorce lawyer Neal
Hersh, whose clients include
Kim Basinger, Halle Berry, Drew
Barrymore and Denise Richards.
Even though there was no pre-
nuptial agreement, legal experts
say the duration of the marriage
rules out any major money issues:
"It was only four months, so I'm
not thinking there will be any-
thing substantial. Four months
is not going to give them any real
claim on each other's assets," ex-
plained Lois Lieberman, a partner
in the matrimonial group at Blank
Rome.
Earlier this month, Anderson
suffered a miscarriage. It would
have been her and Rock's first
child together.
It was the second time that
Anderson and Hock had tried to
make their relationship work. The
pair dated from the spring of 2001
to the fall of2003. They got back to-
gether this year.
In the interim, Anderson reunit-
ed with ex-hubby rocker Tommy
Lee after she was diagnosed with
hepatitis C.
- This was Hock's first marriage.
Anderson's marriage to Lee ended
in divorce in 1998. Anderson and
Lee have two boys together, Dylan,
8, and Brandon, 10.
Pam Anderson and Kid Hock had
four different wedding ceremo-
nies, but it has taken the pair only
four months to call it quits on the
actual marriage.
Anderson's rep Tracey Nguyen
confirmed to People magazine
that the former "Baywatch" beauty
filed for divorce Monday.
"It was n'ta happy Thanksgiving,"
Nguyen said.
Anderson confirmed the di-
vorce on her Web site Monday,
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BY BEN WENER
The Orange County Register
As Iwrite this, listening to Gwen
Stefani's second solo album, "The
Sweet Escape," for the fourth time,
I'm realizing I don't hate it nearly as
much as I initially did.
Parts of the di~r. (in stores
Tuesday) are definitely weak, lousi-
er than usual, even in this Rhianna-
Ciara-Fergie era of lowered expec-
tations. Much of it is merely a re-
hash of that guilty pleasure "Love.
Angel.Music.Baby,' and I loathe its
existence on principle alone. Surely
there are better ways Gwen can
spend her time.
Like doting on 6 month-old
Kingston James McGregor Rossdale
or K-JaMmeR, as I suspect his class-
mates will inevitably' refer to -his
rhyming alter ego, unless Mom's
records push him toward death
metal instead. Or maybe she could
land another walk-on in a biopic.
She can't do Harlow again, and
even if she had kept her pregnancy
weight, she never had the curves for
Marilyn. Maybe dye her hair, don a
flapper dress and lobby for a Betty
Boop musical?
Of course, she could do some-
thing truly radical: get back with
that hand of hers. What was it called
again? It's been so long, you know.
And from the looks of things, it's go-
ing to be longer still.
But wait, I was telling you about
the good bits, wasn't I?
BY FRANCY MARCOTTE
Culture Writer
Aw, winter.
Winter means many things. Sipping hot cocoa
in front of a fireplace, snowball fights and skiing
are just a few activities the season brings.
Wait.
Snowball fights? Skiing?
Don't those involve snow? That's the other
part of winter. For some people, it's the nastier
. part. Snow's no picnic. It's wet, cold and capable
of causing the most irritating traffic jams of the
year. .
Unfortunely, disliking snow comes at a cost.
It's almost impossible to maintain a social life
as friends head up the mountain to ski or snow-
board, leaving the stragglers behind. Not to
mention it becomes difficult to stay healthy.
An outdoor walk or run proves to be impossible
with ice and snow r.overing the roads. ..
For those who thrive in warm weather, the ar-
rival of winter and snow may justify a reason to
hibernate. Are there winter recreational options
. available for those who can't stand snow?
Why yes. As a matter offact,thereare. .
If staying healthy is the goal, ennsider joining
an indoorgyJU. . .. . '. .
. For .'Boise'. State .University students,·. the
. StUdent Recreation Center offers an abun-'
dlUlce of indoor activities to helptbem ~tay fit.
,Stuclentscal'11ift \Velghts~ run nn tr~a~l~s ~r
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Memo to Gwen ••
get clever/This is the most crazi-
est (bleep) ever." It's a wonder she
doesn't start spelling fruit again.
Then there's the album's embar-
rassing low point, "Orange County
Girl," which she introduced on tour .
last year. Over a loping groove, she
spits reminiscences like she's an
auxiliary member of Bone Thugs-
N-Harmony: "From the west
side, Anaheim/Small world after
all/Hanging at the hotel/Selling
makeup at the mall/Making out to
'Purple Rain' just like everybody
else/Dame un beso / Now stop, I'm
trying to save myself."
I can't figure out if she's saying
"ordinary common (or calling, or
Commie) girl way," but I can pick up
"Back in the .714 days/Trying to fig-
ure out what I want to be/Hanging
in the garage, me and NO."
"I guess behind the Orange
Curtain it's not so bad," she con-
eludes before launching that spiel.
Later she adds, "I'm just an Orange
County girl living in anextraordi-
nary world,"
And that phoniness is what's
making me despise her. At this
. point, sharing her time between
L.A. and London while posting a re-
ported $90 million via her clothing
lines and selling 7 million copies of
"L.A-M.B.," she's no more "just an
Orange County girl" than Best Buy
is just a shack that sells Commodore
64s.
This disingenuousness is gettfng
rather sickening. I don't begrudge
Gwen whatever dreams she wishes
to chase, though she'll never be the
next Madonna. Frankly, she's not
smart enough. She doesn't have
the daring or the savvy, just expert
handlers and a willingness to be
conformed to fit the latest pop mold
whereas Madge either establishes
the mold or willfully shatters it.
But fine. Shoot for the moon,
Gwen. Just stop with this wide-
eyed fake shock at your success.
You stopped being "just an Orange
County girl" once- "Rock Steady'
catapulted you further into the ce-
lebrity stratosphere than anyone
thought you'd go. Now you dutifully
play this fame game.
That is, you keep shifting posi-
tions. You insist "L.A.M.B." was a
lark, a side project then it consumes
you. No Doubt will return soon, you
say now you come with a second
solo disc and a world tour for 2007,
effectively pushing aside any NO
plans until at least 2008.
At which point it will have been
seven years since we've heard any-
thing new, and you'll nearly be 40,
still trying to convincingly sing
"Just a Girl."
Grow up, already, wouldja? Admit
Just get real, and get back
you're just milking a smash, and
stop acting like your solo career
isn't harming your band's future.
"Everybody's busy," you told
"Entertainment Weekly." "It's not
like they're sitting around going,
'Where's Gwen?' They all have their
projects," .
"Yeah, I'm sure Adrian is much
happier drumming for Bow Wow
Wow.
Look, I really don't think you've
given up on your guys, and they
may have more patience than· I
imagine. But be careful you don't
push' em too far away. They're your
only hope of making music that
isn't entirely disposable.
PHOTO COURTESY MCT
Lemme count 'em up. I'm a
sucker for neo-Motown girl-group
stuff, so the playfulness of the title
track had me from the get-go, even
if it's just a shade better than Paula
Abdul. "Early Winter," a collabora-
tion with Keane's musical director,
Tim Oxley-Smith, is the standout, a
bittersweet anthem in the spirit of
Cold play though take away the lush
keyboards, and it easily could have
been adapted by No Doubt.
"Fluorescent" is a simplified
slice of Madonna circa "Express
Yourself," and the feel of "U Started
It" happily reminds me of Swing Out
Sister 'round about the time that
'80s outfit leapt from' the plasticity
of "Breakout" to the sophistication
of its underrated "Kaleidoscope
World" album.
So that's, uh, "four 'cuts I' might
want to hear again. The rest is for-
gcuable fluff at best, shameless re-
cycling at worst.
"Yummy," for one, sounds like
the third part in a troika formed
from "Halla back Girl" and Fergie's
"London Bridge" just what pop was
lacking. The bizarre, discombobu-
lated first single, "Wind It Up," with
its inane yodeling copied from "The
Lonely Goatherd" (from' Gwen's
fave flick, "The Sound of Music"),
also repeats the marching-band
beats of her biggest hit, then adds
some third-grade lyrics about get-
ting wild on the dance floor.
One nuisance features this sage
advice: "Don't get it twisted/Don't
I~ttl", ~I. ~
~~,
I'on like Inow?
Have fun without it!
engage in sports like racquetball or climbing.
Lounges also provide breaks from those long,
hard work-outs.
Besides offering shelter from the snow, the
Ret center also gives students benefits. For in-
stance, full-time students receive free member-
ships.
However, if joining a gym doesn't
solve the social blues, consider
that a few winter sports can be done indoors.
lee skating, for example, doesn't require a fro-
zen lake out in the middle of the woods. Instead,
bring the friends to Idaho Ice World. Idaho Ice
World provides two indoor skating rinks and a
$7 admission price, plus a $2 ice skate rental fee.
It's a way to chill with snow-loving friends, and
keep active at the same time.
But keep in mind that Idaho lee World still gets
chilly, despite its indoor ice rinks. Therefore,
wearing a coat is recommended.
Speaking of coats, there will inevitably be
a time during the Idaho winter when even the
staunchest opposer of snow will be exposed to
the element. . .
On those occasions, it's important to be pre-
pared. Get decked dut in winter style trends like
hats, gloves, scarves, coats and boots to make
marching through the snow a breeze.
Snow may not be for everYone, but winter rec-
reation can be. There are plenty of ways to stay
active and out oUbe snow.
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When you give plasma you're
literally giving someone another
chance at life ..
Thousands willbenefit from
,your blood-plasma donations.
Up to $200 compensation
for your lirst month.
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erate the confinement for a few min-
utes.
"They must have thought I was
crazy; she said. "I still have to have
someone stand outside the door,
just in case."
Bley, an Allentown, Pa., hyp-
notherapist, said people are of-
ten afraid of admitting they have a
problem.
"When it comes to any phobia,
whether it's a fear of snakes or dogs
or flying, people just don't talk about
it because they're afraid people will
belittle their fears and say, 'Just get
over it," she said.
Oftentimes, she said, people don't
know what caused their fear of fly-
ing.
"It could be their mother never
flew because she was afraid,' she
said. "This gets imprinted into their
subconscious mind as something
that is dangerous or risky. That first
information was taken in emotion-
ally, so no amount of rationality is
going to offset that. You can't talk
someone out of a phobia."
That's where hypnosis comes in,
she said.
"I can reframe the original in-:
formation that wasn't correct," she
said.
Chance's online program is free,
but people are encouraged to make
a donation to keep it going if it's
brought them relief and many do,
he said.
"It's neat to get e-mails from wom-
en who are getting married and had
been freaking out about flying for
their honeymoon, or people who
had to fly to China to get a baby: he
said. "That's the rewarding part."
Moyer, too, overcame her' fear of
flying thanks to Bley. July Fourth
she flew to Italy.
"I called it my independence
day," she said. "I was a bit nervous
on takeoff, but I listened to my CD"
Bley had supplied of relaxation tips.
"I was so happy. It was so freeing. I
would definitely fly again."
earlier this week for a trip to Hawaii
with her family and the Liberty High
School band, Danaher signed up for
a Fear of Flying seminar at Lehigh
Valley International Airport.
There, she met hypnotherapist
,Beverly Bley and United Airlines
pilot Fran McBride, who eased her
fears, she said, by explaining the
mechanics of flight, what the dif-
ferent noises mean and the security
measures in place.
On 'a recent Saturday, the day
before she was supposed to leave,
Danaher had a panic attack.
, "I was really desperate," she said.
"MY anxiety was getting on every-
one's nerves."
So she e-rnalled McBride. "He was
very calm and reassuring," she said.
"He told me the bumps in the air
had nothing to do with safety, and I
should read or listen to a tape."
On Sunday, clutching a printout of
his e-mail, Danaher flew to Hawaii.
Toni Delonge, formerly of
Williams Township, refused to get
on an airplane after getting stuck
inside the bathroom of a bus.
"I kept fiddling with the door and
I couldn't get out," said Dejonge,
who now resides in Florida with her
husband, Stu. "From that one ex-
perience, that was it. I thought the
,bathroom on a plane is just like the
one on a bus."
So, she didn't fly. For years.
It wasn't until her husband was
set to fly to Europe on business and
she wanted to tag along that she de-
cided to take matters into her own
hands. A few months before the
trip, Dejonge started visiting Lehigh
Valley International Airport, where
she was allowed to practice sitting
in the bathroom of an airplane to
gain confidence.
"I thought, 'Let me see if I can
close the door," she said. She
couldn't, but she discovered that if
she inserted an empty paper towel
holder into the door to keep it from
shutting completely, she could tol-
The HoIiday
'l\vo women, who have both encountered problems with men, decide
that they need a vacation. While surfing the net, the two women (Kate
Winslet and Cameron Diaz) come across a Website with a special service '
called "Home Exchange."
Winslet and Diaz agree to swap homes over the winter holiday. Diaz
travels across the pond to England to stay in Winslet's cottage; meanwhile '
Holiday travel can
bring on fear of flying
BY KATHLEEN PARRISH
The Morning Call
screaming," she said. "That start-
ed it all and then little by little the
thought of having to go on a plane
was overwhelming."
Glen Arnold, an aviation psychol-
ogist in Bakersfield, Calif., said a lot
of people get spooked by turbulence,
but swirling air currents have never
caused a plane to crash.
"People don't understand how
flight works, so that can cause anxi-
ety," he said. "If there's an engine
problem, they conclude an airplane
is losing its'ability to fly."
But that doesn't happen. If a plane
did lose.use of its engines, it would
maintain flight and descend, said
Arnold, who operates Thairapy, a
program that uses relaxation tech-
niques coupled with basic aeronau-
tic education.
White-knuckle fliers can suf-
fer from claustrophobia or a fear of
heights or develop a phobia after a
major event, such' as the death of a
parent or birth of a child, Chance
said. Others are afraid oflosing con-
trol.
"They ask me if it's possible to
open a door-while flying," he said.
"They're afraid they might freak out
and open a door uncontrollably."
AI Forgione, director of the
Institute for Psychology of Air Travel
in Boston, said fearful flyers are usu-
ally highly intelligent people who
have vivid imaginations.
"It's imaginations gone wild," he
said. "They're falling through the
floor, the wings are burning off.
Fear has no regard or sympathy. It
doesn't save you from anything. The
first thing we drili into people is it's
only a feeling. Just because you feel
anxiety doesn't mean something
bad is going to happen."
Diane Donaher, whose husband,
Dean, is principal of Liberty High
School in Bethlehem, Pa., wasn't
afraid to fly until after 9/11.
"It's really anxiety," she said. "It
was more of a security issue."
Faced with havingto board a plane
BY KATRINA L. SAVITZ
Asstlstant Culture Editor
Winslet makes her journey to America. Both women are hoping to rid them-
selves of their woes in their new environments.
Apocalypto
Mel Gibson's long awaited film, "Apocalypto," hopes to enthrall audienc-
es with the story about the extinction of the Mayans.
The tale follows the life of a young Mayan man, who is chosen by his lead-
ers to be sacrificed in order to save their civilization. Instead, he chooses
to leave his life and family behind, by running away and evading the in-
evitable.
Blood Diamond
This adventurous film takes audiences on a treasure hunt. The treasure
in question is an extraordinarily rare pink diamond, which supposedly has
been hidden for years. Leonardo DiCaprio and Dijimon Hounsou of 2002's
"In America" play two African men in search of the diamond.
Unaccompanied Minors
Who hasn't been snowed in at Chicago's O'Hare International Airport?
Everybody except these kids. But it won't be a problem for them because
their wits and creativity allow them to not only create their own very Merry
Christmas in the airport, but they also manage to drive the entire airport
Hot DVD releases
Pirates of the Caribbean
Captain Jack's Sparrow's credit Is shot and the debt collectors are after him.
He's has to find away to pay the sea phantom's off without giving them what
they want-his soul. With help from his 01' pals Will Turner (Orlando Bloom)
and Elizabeth Swan (Keira Knightley), hopefully Sparrow can survive.
Miami Vice
Tubbs and Crockett are back to their old ways -' getting the chicks and
busting the drug dealers. This time, they're played by Jamie Foxx and Colin
Farrell and they've got a iew new tricks up their sleeves.
For some people, going home for
the holidays is about as pleasant as
getting January's credit card bill.
There's obnoxious relatives, lumpy
foldout couches and fanny-expand-
ingfare.
But for those afraid to fly, the
worst part of the holiday comes be-
fore the gifts are exchanged.
"1 was a mess. 1 was hysterically
crying," Helen Moyer of Allentown,
Pa., said of the times she had to fly
before getting help from a hypno-
therapist. "I was convinced 1 was
destined to die in a plane ,crash. I'd
write letters to my family saying, 'I
love you.'''
Moyer isn't alone. Roughly one
, out of six people is afraid to fly,
said Stacey Chance, an American
- Airlines pilot who offers an online
course at www.fearofflyinghelp.
com to help ease the jitters of anx-
ious fliers.
"I see people getting on the air-
. plane who are pretty nervous,"
said Chance, who's been a pilot for
22 years. "Some are so scared they
won't make eye contact or they
might have some ritual where they
tap the door before they board. It's
overwhelming for them. Since I do
this for a living, I wanted to be able
to share how safe and routine it is to
fly."
Chance estimates between 400
and 500 people a day visit his Web
site and of that number between 30
and 50will complete the free online
course.
"Hits on the Web site increase
during the holidays," he said. "You
get people who normally don't fly
and the stresses of seeing family,
that adds to it."
For Moyer, it was a sudden drop
in altitude during a flight to Cancun
that triggered her aversion to the
friendly skies.
"Everyone on the plane started
[SIDE
LINE'S]
The American Football Coaches
Association named Boise State
University head coach Chris
Petersen the Region 4 Coach of the
Year, Monday.
"What makes this award so spe-
cial is that this is the only coach of
the year award voted on exclusively
by the coaches themselves," AFCA
Executive, Director Grant Teaff
said. "The winners are selected by
the coaches they compete with and
against on a daily basis."
The AFCA recognizes five region-
a! Coach ofthe Year winners in each
ofthe Association's five divisions: l-
A, I-AA, Division II,Division III and
NAIA. The winners are selected by
active members of the association
woo VOte for coaches in their re-
spective regions and divisions.
Joining Petersen as, winners
in Division I-A are Wake
Forest's Jim Grobe (Region
1), Arkansas' Houston Nutt
(Region 2), Michigan's
Lloyd Carr (Region 3), and
BYU's Bronco Mendenhall
(Region 5).
College football bowl season is ar-
guably the greatest time of the year
for sports. Sure some people will say
it is and some will beg to differ. We
as sports fans will probably never re-
ally be certain on that question. But
the bowl season has in fact provided
me with something very certain: If
the bowl committee or the powers
that be add one more bowl game to
the schedule, I'm going to complete-
Iy freak out.
I can't stand to watch teams like
the Middle Tennessee State Blue
Raiders play in a bowl game. I just
can't do it. If anyone even knows
where Murfreesboro, Tenn. even is,
well then you're a lot smarter than
me.
Whatever happened to the days
where bowl games meant some-
thing? Remember those days? The
days bowl games were actually
meant to reward a team for having a
good season? Well I'm only 16years
old and I remember those days.
, The recent craze of adding more
new bowl games to the list every
year is quite simply starting to get
out of hand. Nearly half of the teams
in college football are playing in
bowl games this year.
In 1995 college football had 16
bowl games lined up for its postsea-
son schedule. Only two teams play-
ing in those bowl games had five
losses on theirregular season sched-
ule. Meaning that 94 percent of the
teams playing in those bowl games
had what I would consider to be a
good season. Sure getting to sixwins
and five losses is bowl eligible, I;JUt
if you win seven games in a season,
now we're talking a solid year. Here's
my point: Since 1995 the bowl games
have turned into a charity banquet.
No longer are the games out there to
reward successful teams, but rather
just there to make a lot of money,
Now I'm not going to gripe about the
money factor, because I love bowl
games. But please spare me the sight
of having to watch a match-up oftwo
grossly underachieving teams, in
the Independence bowl: Oklahoma
State (6-6) and Alabama (6-6). ., ,
Which leads into my next point -
Since when did the old standard of
getting to a bowl game mean you had
to have a winning season get thrown
out the window? I don't know about
you, but! don't know anybody who
considers a six-win, six-loss record a
winning season.
So please, Oklahoma State,
Alabama, just forget about this sea-
son. You already caused enough
pain to your fans this season by
playing as poorly as you did. Let's
not make them go through it one
more time.
As a matter of fact, the loser of
that game will end up with a los-
ing record on the season. My next
problem: We have two teamsIn
bowl games this season from the
almighty Sun-Belt Conference.; If
you're wondering what in the heck
the Sun Belt Conference Is, don't
worry your not alone. But somehow
Troy and Middle Tennessee State
won enough games to get In.
The standards for getting to a bowl
game have been lowered so much It's
taking away from the integrity ofthe
bowls themselves. Whereas' whim
you had only161)owls,teains glID'
erally felt.yayextitedtogetto take
part in college footb.aU-post-seasdn.
ButnowtpiS year for example, with
32 bowlgames on the slate, you haVe
two.un-happy teams playing In ope
of the most prestigious. bowls QUt
there, -theRoseBo\\1 because _tpe
meaning of plaYing In a bowl gaIJle
hasbeen so greatlydilninlshed.:.!
-," Nm-:,! !:ncW.~..yn..ne!Q~-.P.!!r'
10hn'splzza,butcomeon.Asso~~j8S
abowl game iscal1ed the papaj()hIls'
com bowl,' that should be' apfit' '-£::z:;~.
honOr.backintobowlgmnes.'I.et ,.
teamSwoowtnSeVerior - t· '.",.;~:~'.
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WAC names seven
BSU players to
all-conference team
The Western Athletic Conference
announced its all-league team to-
day and Korey Hall highlighted the
seven Broncos named to the first-
team earning WACDefensive Player
of the Year honors.· Five Boise State
players were named to the second
team.
Hall was joined on the AII-
WAC first team by senior Andrew
Browning on defense, while five .
offensive players were honored in-
cluding sophomore running back
Ian Johnson, senior wide receiver
Legedu Naanee, senior tight end
Derek Schou man and sophomore
offensive tackle Ryan Clady. Kicker
Anthony Montgomery was named
first team special teams.
The Broncos placed two
players,senior quarterback Jared
Zabransky and junior guard Jeff
Cavender, on we all-league second-
team offense, as well as senior line-
backer Colt Brooks and junior safe-
ty Marty Tadman on the all-league
second-team defense. Punter Kyle
Stringer was named to the special
teams second team.
Hawaii head coach June
jones receives WAC
Coach ~fthe Year award
Hawaii head coach June Jones
earned his second WAC Coach of
the Year award after leading Hawaii
to a 10-3 record and a second place
finish in the WACwith a 7-1 confer-.
ence mark. The Warriors lead the
nation in scoring (47.3 points per
game), passing offense (432.2 yards
per game) and total offense (549.9
yards per game). Jones won his first
WAC Coach of the Year award in
1999.
Warrior quarterback Colt
Brehnan also received WAC hon-
ors as the Offensive Player of the
Year. Brennan, a junior from Irvine,
Calif. (Saddleback CC), is the na-
tion's leader in total offense with
410.6 yards per game and in passing
efficiency with a rating of 162.6. In
13 regular season games, he com-
pleted 373:of-517 passes (.721) for
4,990 yards with 53 touchdowns
and just 11 interceptions. He also
rushed for 351 yards, the. second
most on the team, and scored five
touchdowns.
Brennan is one touchdown pass
shy of tying the NCAA record of
54 set by Houston's David Klingler
in 1990 and is 196 passing yards
short of tying the WAC'Ssingle-sea-
son record of 5,166 set by Brigham
Young's'IY Detmer in 1990. It is the
first times Hawaii player has ever
won the Offensive Player of the Year
award ..
The Warriors had nine players
award postseason honors.
Charity raffles off Fiesta Bowl tickets
BY JAKE GARCIN
Sports Editor
"We're trying to put the program
on the map," Albers-Tunnell said.
"We're trying to give back to Idaho.
We want to tackle this."
Along with fund raising for re-
search the AGIAA also does edu-
cation systems to better educate
people about the disease. Albers-
Tunnel said she feels most people
are under the misconception that
Alzheimer's is prevalent only in se-
nior citizens. Truth is, Alzheimer's
is becoming more and more com-
mon In younger adults, which gives
the AGIAA even more incentive to
spread charitable work through
Idaho communities.
"I understand the people of
Idaho," Albers-Tunnell said. "I un-
derstand the culture. They're very
private and they do take care of
their own. They like to take care of
their own people. With Alzheimer's
they can't do it alone."
Aside from purchasing tickets
through the 'Orange and Blue',
tickets can also be bought outside
oflocal Albertson's from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. on weekends.
Nbers-Tunnell is encouraging
anyone. interested in purchasing
a ticket or volunteering with the
AGIAA to call the organizations
office at 364-1766. The AGlAA
also has a website accessible at
alzfdaho.org.
He's been wonderful to assist us in
all of our efforts, so I can't thank
him enough."
What's better than winning air- B1eymeyer was, the honorary
fare, lodging and tickets to the chairman for last year's 'memory
Tostitos Fiesta Bowl? How about walk' which also raised money for
winning all that and contributing the AGIAA. The organization cur-
to one oCthe most giving organiza- rendy holds the two-mile memory
tions in the State ofIdaho? walks In Boise, Sun Valley and Twin
'A Great' Idaho Alzheimer's Falls. The Boise memorywalk drew
Association' is raffling off a Fiesta nearly 500 participants last year.
Bowl prize package to help raise Albers-1\mnel said the associa-
money for the Idaho Alzheimer's tion also began working on fund
Association. The organization raising with Boise native and
is selling 500 tickets at $100 per Denver Broncos quarterback Jake
ticket, with proceeds going direct- Plummer. Plummer started a part-
ly to Alzheimer's work in the State nership with the AGlAA last year.
ofIdaho. Plummer dealt with Alzheimer's
Paul J. Snyder and Jeff Caves first hand during his grandfather's
on KBOI radio will announce the battle with the disease.
winner Dec. 21. The prize pack- The AGIAA Is a member of the
age includes two round trip airline National Alzheimer's Association
tickets, hotel reservations, ground and contributes seven percent of its
transportation to the game, admis- earnings to the national cause. The'
slon to the Fiesta Bowl's biggest Idaho association is funded entirely
tailgate party and two tickets to the by its own fund raising, however, as
football game. the AGlAA receives no money from
The Idaho Alzheimer's the National Association.
Association is working with the .Albers-Tunnel is the omy full-
'Blue and Orange' of Boise State time employee of the. association
Unh>ersity..and, I~ Reiling ,ticki!ts. •and spends her time working with
through the campus organization. ·'peoplef'iOm"'lill:-overIdiiho'---and-
'//I'heBoise'State men's basket-The 'Blue andOrange';Isn)' the Southeastern Oregon to keep the
"bali' team:wiU. be without. sopho- .only major Boise State supporter of fund raising going, She is an Idaho
,more Kurt Curiirlngham for six to this great charity, hOWeVer. BSU's natiVe but only joined the AGIAA in
:~ghfweeks. BSP head coach Greg charitable Athletic Director:Gene Oct:20Q4afterspending35yearsin.
""6ijlham -~rii:Jtinc~ -on ,Tuesday - Bleymeyer acts on the ~d of dl- .Lo~_~~!ll~~r~gfor aJ:lon-p~f-
::~~~~asa,stress(rac- rectorsforthe'A~.' f~:~ ,·;i!.~~~till,!ul~th/soclaIsetViceaild
'~':~m hlslMtfooi: _ '. ..> .- -Someone.ofhistaliber.a.n4.his <~e<1ic.at@IDPonentco11?pany.-.
"~cUnnitigliam, 'a .6_foot_9,2757Integrit)'.'pe6pl~;fQ~~;llJ1d;*ey"i;.~~ers':~Imel~~she f~s~e ....
ter1t~~.1lVeraged 8.0lniIlutl!s.·., ,resp~ct,' (him),-AGIAA .~~.~. '~.e~taB~lrllffll!lS llJ1!lther big~,. ':.
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IfI;pilino,Thompso"n lead Broncos to win
BYKYE JOHNSON
'Assistant Sports Editor
,There have been two home games
and two Wins In the past week for
the Boise, State, women's basket-
ball team. The most recent win
_ came against Denver University on
. 'J,'uesdaynight.
'Solid performances across the
~oard helped BSUto a 70-65 vic-
tory, improving the women's record
to 5-3 on the season.
. '. Senior post MicheIle Hessing got
a lot of looks early in the first half
and scored seven of the Broncos
flrst ten points.
, "Theywere more athletic than us,
but this was actually the first team
we played that we were actually a
little bigger," Bronco Head Coach
Gordy PresneIl said. "Sowe tried to
get MlcheIle the ball, to get her es-
tablished and get her going. She did
a nice job for us. She had 15[points]
and she's got the handle down on
the post."
Nine of Hessing's 15points came'
in the first half on 4-of-7 shooting
from the floor and l-of-2 from the
free-throw line.
But it was her effort from the free-
throw line that really helped BSU
preserve the win late in the second
half. Hessing went 5-of-6 from the
charity stripe for the whole game,
but hit 4-of-4 down the stretch 'to
help put the game out of reach.
She also had seven rebounds on
the night.
• The night reaIly belonged to
a couple young BSU players.
Sophomores Jessica Thompson and
Rebecca Kepilino both had solid
games forBSU.Kepilino came in off
the bench and sparked the Broncos
late in the first half.
"Yeah,'she did a nice job for us,"
Presnell said. "We're a little thin in
the post area with some injuries so
she has to play some post forus. She
gets to handle a lot of baIls, she un-
derstands the game and we're for-
tunate to have her here."
With less than three minutes to
go In the first half, Kepillno rattled
off eight straight Bronco points to
cut the Denver lead down to four
points before the half:
She ended the night with 14total
points and had five rebounds to go
along with it.
"She does such a good job re-
bounding and she's reaIly offensive
oriented," PresneIl said. "She even
played a little point guard for us last
year. She can do some things with
the baIl and we run a lot of pick-
and-roIls for her."
FeIlow sophomore Jessica
Thompson also chipped in with
a nice performance. -Thompson,
alongwith Hessing, had ateam-high
15 points on the night. However,
it was the timeliness of those 15
points that came in handy. Nine of
her points came in the second half
and six in the last ten minutes of the
.game. She also had a team-high five
steals, three of which came down
the stretch in the crucial moments
ofthegame.
But even after Thompson turned
in a solid performance, the confi-
dent sophomore remained humble.
"I didn't feel like I did anything
special tonight," Thompson said.
"It was reaIly all about my team-
mates. It was a group effort,"
Thompson also had the duty of
Don't think you can afford to OWN a home?
THINK AGAI'N
yo L{ eel V'v buy your own home
for less than you think!
Invest in your future with a
NEWCASTLEHEIGHTScondominium
Priced from $129,900 - $159,900
942 - 1306 SqFt. - 2 & 3 Bedroom floorplans
Single level, Two-story & Wheelchair accessible units
Payments as low as $650/month
No credit - OK
NO MONEY DOWN
~
NEWCASTLE
-1IL1<;111 s-
AMENITIES INCLUDE:
Community Pool
Hardwood Floors
All appliances including
washer/dryer, refrigerator,
microwave, range, dishwasher
Mini blinds already installed
Covered parking
Central Boise location
close to schools,
shopping,and
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guarding Denver star guard 'IYesha
Lowery for a portion of the game .
Lowery, who is averaging over 13
points per game this season for the
Pioneers, was held to only sixpoints
'on three shots in the first half.
·Jess has the ability to rise to
the occasion," Presnell said about
Thompson. "She has the ability to
hit the dagger shot. Youknow,when
it's all close to kind of put the dag-
ger in people. She has that ability,
she's a very good player and we're
fortunate to have her."
Thompson's 15points upped her
average to a team-high 12.6 points
per game for the season. Her five
steals also extended her total, to
19 on the season, which is also a
team high.
Boise State wiIl face UC Davis
for the second time this season on
Fridav, this time in Davis, Calif.
Th~ Broncos defeated UC Davis
earlier this season at home with a
score of 73-56.
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: BY B R I A N L UP TA K weigh over 190pounds. we are starting some sort of tradl-
: Sports Writer "The two students that are corn- tion with this belt. Second o,f all),
peting for the Bronco Belthave been we figured that if we had ,some,
around longer than just the semes- thing going, even one, small everu-
ter," Tones said. "Shane has been that shows that boxing is po~l>1e
around for a year and Nate has been at Boise State, then It sets us-tiffor
around for six or seven months." future events that we' can hold. We
v,:hile the Bronco Belt will be plan to hold this If I}o(every year,
the second feature for the evening, then every semest~r!'
the main even event will be a su- Though boxtngsecms smalltime
per heavyweight fight between two 'around Idaho in comparison to
amateur boxers that weigh 285 and sports such as football, there is ac-
290pounds. The bigmen are Adrian tually a large boxing community.
Farmer from Pocatello and Tyler Thesport has grown exceptionally
Hinkey from McDermott; Nevada. over the years. However, most peo-
Hinkey is the National Native pie are misinterpreting the sport as
American Amateur Champion and something Cabaltera hopes can be
has fought in over 60 sanctioned overlooked.
, events. "We wanted to show everyone
Leading up to these two features that boxing is actually a really safe
will be fights between other re- ,sJlort,· Cabaltera said. "Especially
gional boxers including other 10- at the amateur ~evel, it is a very
cal boxing students coached by honest sport. You're going in there
Jones. There will also be three more mainly to score points and not to
heavyweight fights. actually kill each other. There' a iot
"Of these fourteen bouts, there oftraining to actually be able to get
is the super heavyweight and then into the ring. Boxing is more than
there will be four heavyweight just the Mike Tyson's and the Don
events," Jones said. "That is very Kings....
unusual for the boxing card to have The Bronco Belt event will .be
that many big people working. This held Friday night at Bronco Gym,'
is a chance to see a c!JupleBSUstu- Tickets are $8 or $6 for students.
dents boxing and some of the best Doors open at 6 p.m. and the first
amateur boxing you will see in the fight will begin at 7p.m:
country." "We're hopefully going to turn
The club has anticipated an ex- this into an ongoing annual thing,"
cellent turnout for their first hosted Cabaltera said. "Back in the 50's and
event, a good sign that more could 60's the UefI and other (;ollegeshad
be possible. While attendance is a similar kind of in-college boxing
one goal for the club, they also hope thing. We're just kind of bringing
to attract more students to involve that tradition back up again here at
themselves in boxing. Boise State. If other people .want to
"The fight scene is twofold; see tradition start, Iwould say, 'bey,
Cabaltera ~aid."One thing Is that come out and support this."
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Nearly one year ago a new club
sport was added at Boise State. The'
boxing and kickboxing club was
created to accommodate the hid-
den potential of the sport in the
community as well as at the uni-
versity. This semester the club has
been working toward its first public
event and a hopefulstart to a strong
boxing tradition at BSU.
"We saw that there was a lot
of interest in the sport," Event
Coordinator and club member Meir
Cabaltera said. "Alot of universities
since the 1950's have been creat-
ing boxing programs. December is
when ours first started. This semes-
ter is the first time we've actually
done the Bronco Belt."
The Bronco Belt is a USA-Boxing
sanctioned event. USABoxing is the
national organization that handles
the road to the Olympics for ama-
teur boxers. Though the club em-
phasizes kickboxing as well, this
event will be strictly boxing.
"They would not allow kickbox-
ing on campus,· Coach Ralph Jones
said. "Plus, USA Boxing does not
sa,nctio'nmixed events that feature
boxing and kickboxing."
Jones has been coaching bOXing'
for seven years. He is the coach for
the BSUclub as well as the AIBerra
boxing club.
The event will consist of 14sepa-
rate bouts. The Bronco Belt, howev-
er, is between the only two student
fighters in the event, Shane Larson
and Nate Ledford. Both boxers ilt'e
heavyweight fighters meaning they
BY ANDREAS KREUTZER
Sports Writer
Coming off a three-game los-
ing streak in a series against the
Las Vegas Wranglers, the Idaho
Steel heads started a three-game se-
ries against division-rival Phoenix
Road Runners Wedne8day.
Going into Wednesday's game
the Steel heads were leading the
ECHL West Division with an 11-
6-1-1 record. The Steelheads are
trying to defend their division lead
against the Road Runners who are
currently in third place and only
four points behind Idaho. Steelhead
head coach Derek Laxdal said the
. Road Runners are dangerous be-
cause of their recent acquisitions
from their NHL affiliate Phoenix
Coyotes.
"Phoenix is a very good hockey
club," Laxdal said. "They're .very
offensive, they're very young and
(the series) is gonna be another
gage for us."
The Steelheads managed seven
road wins so far this season after
finishing a strong road trip prior
to the series against the Wranglers.
The Steel heads beat the Fresno
Falcons twice in the five-game road
trip and got another win against
the Stockton Thunder. Laxdal is
pleased with his team's effort, but
knows that having a strong home
record is an important part of a
successful season.
"It was a great road trip for us,"
Laxdal said .. "Our road record
has been pretty good this year.
We need to continue to prove it at
home here. You have to make sure
that you're over .500 on both parts,
and obviously your home record
wants to be very good."
The Steel heads have a 4-3-1-1
home record and it might have been
better, had it not been for a couple
of bad bounces in Saturday's game
against the Wranglers. Las Vegas
got up 2-0 early in the game on
two unorthodox goals. Las Vegas
scored its first goal without reg-
istering a single shot on goal. The
puck bounced over Steel head cap-
tain Darrel Hay's stick and hit the
back of the net right between Idaho
goalie Steve S!lverthorn's legs.
The Wrangler's second fluke goal
of the night came only seven min-
utes later. Wrangler's center Derek
Edwardson sent the puck around
the boards; it took a weird bounce
of the glass and beat a surprised
Silverthorn.
"I've never seen bounces like
that in 20 years of hockey, playing
and coaching," Laxdal said.
Laxdal was pleased with the ef-
• fort the team showed in Saturday's
loss, however. He said that con-
. tinuing that kind of effort would
help the Steelheads win a lot of
hockey games.
"The guys played pretty hard,"
Laxdal said. "We fought through
the adversity, we battled back and
then we just couldn't pull it out. We
have to build on the positives of the
weekend."
Laxdal also added that one of
the weekends' .positives was hav-
ing D'Arcy McConvey back on the
team. McConveywas the team's top
producer last season. He missed
the first part ofthe season recover-
ing from sports hernia surgery.
McConvey is one of several start,
ers that have missed games due to
injuries and call-ups, Considering
this situation Laxdal is happy with
the way the year is going and sees
his team Improving over the course
of the season.
"We're" going to have guys going
up all year and we have to have that
core balance," Laxdal said. "We're
only getting better. We just got
D'Arcy McConvey back last week,
. who's going to add some firepower
to the team. We're gonna be better
as we go along."
The Steel heads play the Road
Runners tonight and Saturday,
Dec. 9 at Qwest Arena. The puck
will drop at 7:10 p.m. both nights. ;
The team will be wearing special
10th anniversary jersey through-
out the series against the Road
Runners. Jersey's will be auc-
tioned following Saturday's game
to benefit Muscular Dystrophy
Association. .
"Anybody who wants to buy a
game worn jersey and get it off the
backs of the players gets it after the
game," LaxdaJ said. "AH the pro-'
ceeds go to a very good cause."
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Steelheads hockey tries to st~y'ontop of the West Divisiorl
Arbiter football pick-Ems Boise hosts pro tennisWeekly Guest .
Jake Drew Dustin Kye . Stanley Shannon BY JAKE GARCIN decision to come back to Boise for
Garcin Mayes . Lllpray Johnson Brewster Morgan Sports Editor another event was due in large part
Sports Editor Edltor-In-Chief. Managing Editl!.r .'Asst. Sports Editor 'Sports Photographer Ad. Coordinator to Sampras' family ties to Boise.
World famous tennis player Pete "Pete's wife's grandmother lives
Last week/Season 4-4/48-40 6-2/49-39 3-5/49-39 6-2/54-34 '4-4/47-33 5-3/52-36 Sampras is coming to Boise Friday, here in Boise," Giles said. "They• Dec. ff for a three-set match against wanted to do something for the
#8)3olse State BSU Oklahoma BSU BSU BSU BSU rising American tennis star Robbie community."
VS. #10 Oklahoma Ginepri. Sarnpras is officially retired
Sarnpras also played under BSU
from professional tennis, but agreed head tennis coach Greg Patton in
#5 USC Michigan' Michigan USC Michigan USC Michigan to play two fundraising exhibition the midl980's when Sarnpras played
Vs. #3 Michigan matches against Ginepri. The duo on the U.S. Junior Davis Cup Team.
will square off in Atlanta Saturday Sampras hasn't played professional-
#14 Wake Forest Wake Forest Louisville Louisville Louisville Louisville Louisville for the second match of the series.
ly since 2002, when he retired after
Vs. #6 Louisville Friday's event is being played at the U.S. Open.
Qwest Arena in downtown Boise. "He's not coming out just to play
#4LSU LSU LSU LSU LSU LSU Notre Dame Sampras and Ginepri are head-
some hit and giggle tennis," Giles
Vs. #11Notre Dame lining' the St. Luke's-Idaho Elks said. "He is very much interested in
Rehabilitation Services Tennis playing (real) tennis."
#2 Florida Ohio State Florida Ohio State Ohio State . Ohio State Florida . Shootout. Last year a similar exhibi-
According to Giles, Sampras faced
Vs. #1 Ohio State tion was held in Boise, which pitted
Ginepri once earlier this year in ~
Andre Agassi against James Blake. best of three match. Ginepri pre-
Hawaii . Hawaii Hawaii Hawaii Hawaii ASU Hawaii The event will kick off at 5 p.m,
vailed over Sampras in two sets.'
@Arizona State and will feature a small segment of
Giles also said Ginepri is one of
junior tennis competitions. In an the top five professional American
Nevada Miami Miami Miami Miami Miami Miami
undercard match prior to the main men's tennis players right now and
event, the Boise State tennis team will give Sampras all he can handle
Vs. Miami (Flo.) wi]] face Brigham Young University Friday night.
in a pro set match. The top two BSU . Admission to the event is $29 but
San Jose State N. Mexico N.Mexico San Jose' San Jose San Jose. San Iost players will face BYU's top ranked.
there will be a special admission
Vs. New Mexico
Blair Giles, a sports agent for FFX price of $10 for any Boise State stu~
tennis, represents Ginepri and some dent who shows their student ID
of the other top professional tennis card at the ticket window. The main
players in the country. Giles said the match is scheduled for 7 p.m.
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~: FIESTA BOWL
...; RENTAL::15 night (Dec 30..Jan 4) stay at
;tlhe Scottsdale Links Resort,
'~'Scotlsdale, AZ.. On site arne-
tnlties include fitness center, ,
'....~eated pool, steam room, maid r:
;service. 'Enjoy nearby golfing, C
... horseback riding, shopping:>
.. and much more. 1Brdm, rate ""
:' $1500,113 deposit Is required.
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~:It ROOMMATE
.~ ROOMMATE Room for rent. ,
" ;J miles from BSU, $350/month
: + deposit. All utilities included,
o t208) 830-1807
SmartMove'
toHome'
Ownership! .
~ FEMALE ROOMMATED
• WANTED To share nice,
'2bdrm apartment. Close to
.. BSU, Non smoker non drinker.
;. Only $375/month includes
:;'uliiities, Available Immediatley,
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LOVES EAT. Brand new in
crate with lifetime warranty.
List $2000, Sacrifice $699. t
888-1464.
..·
BRAND NEW MICROFI-
BER COUCH Stain Resis-
tant.]: lifetime warranty.t Still
in boxes.t Retail $1395. Must
sell! $499,t 888-1464,
·',~
KING SIZE PILLOWTOP
MATTRESS set brand new
in ba9, list $750. Must sell,
$199. Can Deliver, 921-6643,
7·PIECE CHERRY Bed-
room set. Brand-new in box.
Retail $2250, sacrifice $450.
Call 888-1464
srlL IT
CHERRY SL6GHBED
solid wood. New-ln-box. Value
, $799, sacrifice $195. call ees-
1464.
FULL SIZE ORTHOPE.
DIC MATTRESS Brand new
, In package, warranty Sacrlflce
$99. Call 921-6643.
BED-QUEEN PILLOW
TOP mattress set. Brand
new, stili In plastic, warranty.
Retell $599. Must 'sell "$119.
Can deliver. 921-6643. ' .
QUEEN TEMPURPEDIC
style visco memory foam mat-
tress set. Brand new In plastlc,
Retail $1599. Must sell $399 .
855-9688
Mattress, king plliow-top mat-
tress & box. Never used. Stili
In factory wrapper. Cost $550,
sacrifice $295. (208) 919-
3080.
Queen orthopedic pillow-top
mattress box. New In plas-
!ic. Cost $400, sacrifice $195.
(208) 919-3080.
Pool table, 8 ft. table, l' slate,
leather pockets, Aramlth balls,
ace. pkg. Included. New In
box. Cost $4,500, sell $1,450.
(2Q,fl)362-7150.
Dining set, cherrywood, 63'
hutch & Buffet, 78' table w/2
leaves, 6 curved back chairs.
Dovetail drawers. Side server
also available. Cost $9,000,
sell $2.800 finm. (208) 362-
7150.
Bedroom set, cherrywood,
solid wood construction. Sleigh
bed, 2 nightstands, dresser wi
mirror, tall chest, TV armoire,
dovetail drawers. Will sell all
or part. Cost $10,000, sell
$2,900. (208) 362-7150.
ELECTRONICS
DISCOUNT COMC-
PUTERSTORE
RJAf Computers ill Boise
Idaho's largest Independent
PC Store, huge local stock
of hard-to-find parts and sup-
plies, expert computer repairs,
Internet service, 4524 Over-
land Road in Boise. (208) 472-
2800. FREE Wireless Router
with any new Clearwire Wire-
less Intarnet account. FREE
technical support, cail 472-
2800 Option 2 to speak to a
PC Technician.I TICKET.'
BOWL GAME SPECIAL:
Starting at $339.00. Includes
Air & Hotel. \'looks with YTB
Travel car rental and tickets
also available. (386)688-7228
hltp:/Iwww.ytb.com/barnesa64
\Vl)RK IT
LA::::]
ENTI models, actalS, extras,
promollonal work available
nowl Eam $72·770 daily. Not
a school. No experience. Call
208-433-9511
OTHER
FULL TIME SALES AS-
SOCIATE Locel Adult Bou-
tique currently seeking ap-
plicants for Full-TIme and
Part-TIme Sales Associate.
Positions. EOE. Professional
atmosphere, Friendly environ-
ment. Please E-Mail Resume
to Jobs5022@aol.com.
E
YOU WORK IN A CUBICLE ~
.: WHILE YOUR ROUTER.S @
:" AND SER.VER.S HAVE A ~
_PRIVATE OFFICE WITH 1l
:. TH'£IR OWN CLIMATE i:i CONTROL.
THE MACHINES HAVE
TAKEN OVER.. YOUR JOB
IS TO PROVIDE THEM
WITH ELECTRICITY.
GREAT BENEFITS
(FOR PART TIMERSTOOl)
NATIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS
Need your help contacting
members throughout the U.S.
PERMANENT EMPLOYMENT-
EVENING AND
WEEKEND SHIFTS-20 to 40
HOURSA WEEK
BENEFITS INCLUDE:
\
'Medical/dental/vislon
'Vacation and sick pay
'401(k)
I$9 to $12 per houri
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL US AT 658-4888
,~ier
_;,Ii'; __ r&l
On- and off-
campus Jobs
__ :.A a-a-.__ __
a..u ...,. ···
for current and
graduating
students
_:~JI;;._,
Checkout ~
b/co,u:o- ..
.o,*,(. ,rAlr 1o>i'\l11I.5lT<r
';>1.
t CARL QUIT. HE'S THE.....
)l ONLY ONE WHO KNOWS
t HOW TO PROGRAM THE
~.. LEGACY SYSTEM.
IT CAN'T BE THAT
HARD, GO FIGURE IT
OUT.
TrlEY CONTROL OUR
P/WROLL DI>o.TI>o.BI>o.SE.
THEY'RE t-\I>o.KING
DEMI>o.NDS.
Eg
I FOUND A FAMILY !
OF SQUIRRELS LIVING ~
INSIDE OUR LEGACY 1
SYSTEM. i
LEI>o.VETHE I>o.CORNSAND
NO ONE WILL GET THEIR
DEDUCTIONS
INCREASED ..
, ' .
Classified.ads may be placed four ways; on our webslt~ .at
'. vt.ww .arblteronllne.com, email: c1asslfieds@arblterorillne~com, phone: 345-8204 ext. 100, or stop by the office ~t
1605 University Drive. {across from the SUB}.
Crossword:ll.
ACROSS
1 Defensive tackle
Smith
6 Dundee man
10 TV chef Graham
14 Showery month
15 Fast-food choice
16 Vicinity
17 Spreadsheets
18 Caesar's last
question
20 Gluttons
21 Set aside
22' Sort of ending?
23 Impromptu .
24 Modular parts
27 Mediator
30 Move
emotionally
31 Bombeck and
others
32 Aired again
34 Lilly or Wallach
35 Tarzan's kid
37 CD's
competition
396-pack
muscles?
42 Removes skin
46 Puccini opera
50 Conduit
52 Set of variables
54 Nebraska city
56 Calls a chicken
57 Baker's measure
58 Counterattack
60 Dench of
"Shakespeare in
Love" '
61 Mug for joe?
63 Office clerk
64 Shelter a fugitive
65 Exposed
66 Take down a
peg
67 Whale groups
68 Pub servings
69 Lahr and Lance
DOWN
1 Double-reed
instrument
2 Insurgent
3 Young of Utah
4 Offered prices
5 Jolson and Hirt
6 Astral
7 Quiet and
stealthy
1 2 3 4 5 7 B 12 13
14
H
20
22
27
31
Today's Birthday (12-07-06)
You're so charming this year; you'll
talk yourself into all sorts of great
things. Most of these. adventures will
turn out well, so follow your heart.
To get the advantage, check the day's
rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most
challenging.
Aries (March 21-AprilI9)
Today is a 10 - Beat your best time.
Catch a bigger fish. Do everything
better than ever. It's even a good
time to launch yourself on a cruise
around the world. Or go to the moon.
Somebody's got to do it.
64
67
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8 Halloween
month
9 Track maven
10 Carpenter and
Valentine
11 Well-read
12 Part of IRA
13 "Norma "
19 AlC measure
21 Nav. leader
23 Man of fables
25 Up to, briefly
26 Hindu title
28 Taxi
29 Cool!
33 Archibald and
Thurmond
36 Shrill bark
38 Young child
39 Bother
40 Tramp
41 Raided the
fridge too
quickly?
43 Extreme
44 Removal mark
45 Mexican shawls
47 Worldly
Solutions
s 1 ~--,-.....,.-
3 S
l::l 3
I l::l 8
l::l d 'I;J
8 n 8
48 Most tasteless
49 Is ambitious
51 Larcenies
53 Torme or Gibson
55 Simian
59 Country diva
McEntire
60 Be in accord
61 Ballplayer's
hat·
62 Seller's $$
equivocation
63 Adjective for the
Beatles
HOROSCOPES
Taurus (April20-May 20)
Today is a 6 -You love your family,
Heaven knows, but don't let them
push you around. Listen to what they
think is best for them, and then you
decide.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is an8 - Be confident event
though you know you're still in the
learning process. Your intelligent,
cheerful inquisitiveness is opening
important doors.
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a.6 - It's annoying to be
stuck in the same old routine over
the weekend. Think about the wealth
you're accruing and you'll have a lot
more fun.
, - "
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today isa 10 :.You're very lucky now,
and brilliant and assertive. This day
cotild go doWn inhistory as one of
your best. .
~
~
~ AND DO YOU THINK
.!l THOSE ELECTRONIC
C VOTING MACHINES
~ CARE ABOUT YOUR
~ OPINION?
E ~
i ~ ~~ m 8. ~ ~
'~ b-'''---...li>it;;CJII'---j iI-L==:~~:=====~~~:====~iI-L~::::::: :::~:~:::~_....----------1
::-.....
;.~.
BY LINDA C. BLACK
Tribune Media Services
Allow the guests to help with the clean
up, too. Don't keep it all for yourself ..
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
Today is an 8 - Recent questions to you
have inspire.ga.search of the evidence.
Your curiosity haspe'en aroused. This
is good, because there's a lot of digging
to be done. ." .
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21
Today is a 6- You don't seem to have
won the lemery, although that's
possible; The charts continue to
indicate enormous wealth coming in.
The distribution is up to you.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 9 - Love is the most
important means of exchange in the
whole world. Give away as much as .
. you can, and you'll receive even more.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 7 - Behind the scenes is
where the best deals, sopay attention.
Offer to do a favor for~somebody who
has something you want.
Aquarius(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Tod<;lyis'an 8 - Conditions are perfect
for making new friends. Don't worry
for a minute, even if they're kind of
~.different. They'llUke you for yourself.
Pisces (Feb.19-March 20)
Today is a 6 - Continue through the
weekend, checking ~g~QJ! yo~~ ..'.
lists. You're making a good impression
and you're getting an awful lot done.
(c) 2006, TRIBUNE MEDIA. SE~VI(mSIN._C...:Distributed l'»JMcClatchy::rqbune .., ....•
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BEGINNER
PACKAGE
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Oregon
Anthony Lakes
Approx.147mlles
EStimatedtravel time: 2 hours 25 rninute{'
900-foot vertical drop
1,100ride-able acres .
21 runs; three lifts'
3110inches averagesnowfall
~.anthonyla1;es.com
Park City
A:pprox.369 miles ,
Estimated travel time: 6hours 8 minutes
3,100-footverticaldrop' .
,3,300 ride-.able acres
10~trans; 1S lifts ,
·355 mches average snowfall
One stiperplpe' "
\\1WW.parkcityInountaln.com .
MtBachelor
APIuox.311miles
Estimatedtrave!thne: 7 hours 59minutes
,.. 3,36S-footverticaldrop' ".
3,683 ride-able acres '.,
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Bogus, Brundage and Tamarack:
Local ski resorts offer new attractions and student deals.'
5klJ.s-looonb-dod*'lI._IarI'lodr,~ ~,<:ImIJIOa_
~OTTIi&10WNEDBY
In town, RIDi:RSFOR'I' ' RIDER~
! -.a-booIllttIog *'
5.. u.....~~!I SJU SEASONltouI'I . {
~ M()/l-oFri9AM~8PM... . NIRCnwond f
i saturdayBAM-8J>M ~o::.: Q,
SundayBAM-SPM .l1Night skiing until 1OPM - • I
!WJNIUSpecIa1Pl1<agood_Ol.1~07 ~t~e t
lues - Thurs $15 demos IUV .' .'
j oW/schoollD ($13 savings) BOG S i'
Board &Skl Tunes- $18 (p-tex.edge,wax) e.$inHll1
~/schooIID ($12-$18 savings)
BY BRIAN LUPTAK
Sports Writer
, The holiday season has officUl).-
Iyarrived and tagging along is the
start of a new skilsnowboard sea-
son. Local ski areas are watching
the snow gradually pile up. Some
are offering new excitements and
services while others are simply
upholding their original stan-
dards of excellence.
The only concern preventing
skiers and snowboarders from
hitting these slopes right away is
snow, a necessity that could never
be too plentiful in the early weeks
of the ski season.
"We don't make a whole lot of
snow,"BogusBasinSpokeswoman
Gretchen Anderson said. "We're
very limited on our water and
power supply. We don't make
our own snow except for in the
loading and unloading areas of
the lifts."
The ski areas have not experi-
enced excessive early snowfall.
And as the snow accumulates, so
does the excitement. In any case,
the situation In uncontrollable
and patience becomes .a highly
practiced virtue.
"We've had forecasts of five
Inches of snow where we get two
feet and we've had forecasts of
two feet of snow where we get five
Inches," AprilRussell, ofBrundage
Mountain, said. ·Mother Nature Is
In the driver's seat here.·
Bogus Basin has received only
a couple Inches of new snow In
the last week and Brundage has
not added much either. While
Tamarack makes a lot of snow by
machine, the mountain has slowly
been receiving more natural snow
and has built up a base of more
than 29 Inches at the summit.
Not many additions were made
at Bogus for this ski season.
However a "moving carpet" in
the learning area will provide less
frustration for first-time skiers
and boarders.
At Brundage, modifications to
the lodge will be the most notice-
able improvement. The work that
has been done will ensure faster
lines In the rental shop and will
get customers on the mountain
quicker. The bar area has also
been remodeled, a change that
will give more entertainment af-
ter a day of recreation.
·We've expanded our bar to
most of the second floor of the res-
taurant," Russell said. ·We're go-
ing to have livemusic every single
Saturday in there. It should be a
real fun place to come up, ride
all day and then hang out In
that area for a little after-skiing
entertainment:
Tamarack has made the most
recreational additions, Including
5,000 acres of backcountry terrain
and 265 acres ofnew lift-accessed .
runs. The resort also added a 1,700
square foot snowmobile shed at
the summit of the mountain for
community and gueststorage.
There are many special deals
for the public as weil as college
students this year. AtBogus, Boise
State University students can buy
a season pass for only $229 at any
time during the season.
Another discount that may at-
tract students Is a night skiing
deal. If anyone fills up with at least
eight gallons of gas at a Chevron
station, theywiii receive avoucher
for two-for-one night skilng ..That
comes to about $10 each for more
than five hours of fun. Brundage
Is offering a package deal called
the ·Ski Bum Special: Starting at
$&7 per day, this speclallncludes
a 11ftticket, three meals and bunk
lodging at the University of Idaho
campus In Ponderosa Park.
College students can also
buy a season pass for only $199.
Tamarack Is also offering dis-
counted prices for college stu-
dents, including season passes
for $299 and dally passes for $38
- $20 off the regular price of $58.
Remember that for most of these
deals, a current college ID Is re-
qulred, Sodon't forget it at home.
All three of these ski areas are
sure to provide a thrill for the
Boise community.
Their Web sItes provide
daily snow conditions as
well as information on ticket
prices and upcoming events.
With weather systems quickly
'moving around the Northwest,
it Is sure to be a season full of
excitement so get geared up, be
safe and have fun.
Ski, snowboard club hits the slopes
BY ADAM ADER
Sports Writer
ThebeglnnlngofDecember
means a lot of things are hap-
pening on and offcampus.
There is a myriad of holi-
days that people prepare
for. Christmas, Hanukah,
Kwanzaa and the New Year
are days ahead, while many
other sacred holidays are cel-
ebrated around this special
time.
Basketball is starting to hit
its stride, football Is winding
down and just as the stores
are flooded with holiday
shoppers the slopes of Bogus
Basin are flooded by skiers
and snowboarders.
This Is the time of year
when the Boise State Student
Recreation Center Skit
Snowboard Club really gets
going. While some people are
stampeding through store
crowds to get their hands on
the PlayStation 3, the mem-
bers of the ski club are glid-
ing down mountain slopes
just for the pure, simple rush
they get from traversing the
mountainside.342.6808 • 2400 Bogus Basin Rd.·. www.greenwoodsskihaus.com
All they need is the wind in
their faces, the fresh powder
flying up and the whoosh of
the air as they hit their jumps.
Oh yeah, a pair of skis or a
snowboard is nice too.
Nobody has to be an expert
to participate in this club,
however. According to the
Boise State Recreation Center
website, this club is about
boosting morale and teach-
ing about the various oppor-
tunities available during the
winter season.
There are even sessions to
teach people with less experi-
ence who don't want to hit the
slopes too hard.
"They're really a so-
cial group," long-time Skit
Snowboard Club Advisor
,GeoffHarrison said about the
club members. "Theyget peo-
ple together and hang out."
Although competing Isdef-
initely not the main focus of
this club, it has its place.
For those athletes not sat-
isfied by a leisurely day on
the hill building camarade-
rie with others, more-skilled
members have the opportu-
nity to display their abilities
against others.
"Competition is part of it
but it's not solely a competi-
tive club," Harrison said. "We
, do some ski racing; some
members do (things) like the
border cross or the half-pipe
- more modern type of com-
petitions."
Skiing and snowboarding
are great ways to get outside,
have fun and relieve some
stress as the school semester
winds down and tensions run
high. Everyone is encouraged
to join the club.
"The club meets on an an-
nual basis: Harrison said.
"They meet more often in the
wintertime.
"Tojoin, each year, contact '
the club president, attend the
meeting and I think it's a $25
fee. They get a T-shlrt, they
get discounted rides and they
do social rides together."
To get 'involved and
learn more about the SkI!
Snowboard Club you can find
contact information at the
Boise State Rec Center Club
Sports Web slte:http://rec.
bolsestate.edu/clubsports/
snowboard.asp.
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All aboard!
Next stop: a winter wonderland
BY KATRINA L. SAVITZ
Assistant Culture Editor~I;~ Looking for something dif-
ii' ferent to do with family and
friends during winter break
.~'? without the frostbite? Try
\- something new with a tradi-
tional flare, like a comfort'
able train ride that follows
the beautiful Payette River.
This soothing and scenic trip
magically whisks you away
through the lush mountains
of Boise County. The rider
might even catch a glimpse of
bald eagles and deer.
This railroad was not al-
ways used as a recreational
escape for the city folk, in
fact more than a'century ago
the railroad's main function
was to haul gold and other
such amenities in the grow-
ing West. Now the Thunder
Mountain Line fills the hearts
of hundreds with the joyful
I~..: ','~:::;I;,::: ,~,.an old-fash',' " There is nothing like riding• through the wintery moun:
r :
tains in a train. A sedan or an An estimated 250 people
SUVwillnever compare tothe make reservations for the
chugging sounds ofthe train's "North Pole Express,"
wheels or the unforgettable . Maybe a nice dinner with
horn as the train departs. the family in an old-fashioned
The Thunder Mountain venue iswhat you need. Make
Line has five themed rides reservations on the Thunder
scheduled just in time for . Mountain Line. Serving all
the holidays. These rides are., your holiday favorites from
great for people of all ages. turkey and cranberry sauce to
The rides include: The North stuffing, catered by Boise's A
Pole Express, the Christmas LivelyChef.
Dinner Train, the Christmas Reservationist Shannoh
Train, the Holiday Train and Hamley said, "The ride is '
the NewYear's Train. full of holiday and Christmas
If you want to take the kids spirit. We love watching our
on a local trip they'll never guests and especially the chil-
forget, then the "North Pole, dren enjoy themselves,"
Express" is just the ticket. Going out of town for the
They'll enjoy milk, cookies holidays? Not to worry.
and Christmas stories as they Thunder Mountain Line
make their way to the North also has rides for Easter,
Pole to visit Santa Claus. Halloween and Mother's Day.
Carolers are on board, Other themed rides include
filling the train cars with wine tasting and murder
Christmas spirit. The train mystery dinners with perfor-
picks riders up in Horseshoe mances from The Starlight
Bend and travels to Montour Mountain Theatre.
where families can step off Visit www.thundermoun-
the train to take pictures with tain.com for more inforrna-
Jolly0)' Saint Nick. tion and reservations.
jSNOW*SKATEf WAKE*
Rental lease Demo
Snowboard Packages from
$350
lease Packages from
$140
Snowboards
Skateboards
Wakeboards
Uft Ticket Sales
,
full Service Tuning facility
Redeem Ad for $5 Off
RentallDemo/Basic Tune
longboard Specialists
200 Styles of Shoes in Stock
Your ticket
to the
Best
Snow
in Idaho!
Special price for
College Students
$
with full time college i.d.
(Regular price is $399 • Daily lift ticket is $44)
Buy on-line at www.brundage.com
or call 1·800·888·7544
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